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ANA ISABEL OLIVEIRA

She is a life science post-doctoral researcher working 
at the Center for Cancer Biology (CCB), VIB, KU-Leuven 
(Belgium). She graduated in Biology and completed 
her Master degree in Biology at the University of Porto. 
Afterwards, she worked as a research fellow in the field 
of cancer research at IPO-Porto and at Life and Health 
Sciences Research Institute (ICVS), University of Minho 
(Portugal). In 2014, she enrolled in the Inter-University 
Doctoral Programme in Ageing and Chronic Disease, 
supervised by Bruno M. Costa and Bruno Manadas, 
that she concluded in 2019 by the School of Medicine 
at the University of Minho, the Faculty of Medicine 
at the University of Coimb ra and the Nova Medical 
School of Lisbon (Portugal).  During her PhD studies, 
she also worked for 3 years at CCB-VIB (KU-Leuven) 
under the supervision of Prof. Massimiliano Mazzone, 
where she currently works as a post-doctoral fellow. Her 
main scientific interest is the tumor microenvironment, 
particularly the immune compartment. 

ANA LUÍSA MAGALHÃES 

She is graduated in Biology at Faculdade de Ciências 
da Universidade de Lisboa and did her PhD in basic cell 
biology at the Alan Hall´s laboratory, first in London, at 
the   MRC-LMCB at UCL and later at the Memorial Sloan-
Kettering Cancer Center in New York City. 
Her PhD work contributed for two publications showing 
that the Rho GTPase effector PKN/PRK2 regulates the G2 
to M transition and cytokinesis of Human epithelial cells 
(Embo J. 2007), and the formation of epithelial cell-to-cell 
junctions and as such, tissue morphogenesis (Mol cell Biol. 
2011).
Since then, Ana Magalhães has been working as a 
postdoctoral fellow at the Sérgio Dias located first at the 
IPO-Lisboa and Instituto Gulbenkian de Ciência (IGC) 
and now at the iMM – João Lobo Antunes, in Portugal. 
Ana current research focuses on metastasis and on the 
molecular and cellular events that happen at the frontier 
between the blood and the tumor, and on how circulating 
factors affect vascular function and tumor progression. 
Focusing on systemic cholesterol, Ana Magalhães has 
been able to show that LDL promotes transcytosis on 
endothelial cells (PLoS One, 2016) and is now finishing 
a study that suggests that high systemic LDL promotes the 
intravasation of cancer cells through a vascular-mimicry 
like mechanism.
During her postdoctoral residency, Ana Magalhães also 
contributed to the writing of a book chapter on tumor 
angiogenesis (Springer, 2019), co-supervised several 
Master Students and has served as a reviewer for several 
scientific journals. 
 

BRANCA CAVACO
 
She obtained her PhD in Biochemistry (Genetics) at the 
Faculty of Sciences, University of Lisbon, in 2002. She is 
the Principal Investigator of the Molecular Endocrinology 
Group, at the Molecular Pathobiology Research Unit 
(UIPM), from the Portuguese Institute of Oncology - Lisbon 
(IPOLFG). Her research interests focus on the molecular 
mechanisms involved in the aetiology and progression 
of sporadic and familial forms of thyroid tumours. 
Her research activities are also focused in the familial 
predisposition to parathyroid-related endocrine diseases, 
that principally affect calcium homeostasis.
 

BRUNO COSTA SILVA
 
PhD in Oncology/Antônio Prudente Foundation & Ludwig 
Institute for Cancer Research/São Paulo – BRA; MSc in 
Neurosciences / Federal University of Santa Catarina / 
Florianopolis – BRA; BS in Pharmacy and Biochemistry 
/ Federal University of Santa Catarina / Florianopolis 
– BRA; Principal Investigator, Champalimaud Centre for 
the Unknown, Lisbon, PT; Teacher at the International 
Neuroscience and Physiology Doctoral Programme – 
Champalimaud Foundation, Lisbon, PT;  Faculty member, 
Champalimaud Centre for the Unknown, Lisbon, PT

CARMEN JERÓNIMO
 
She is Group Leader of the Cancer Biology & Epigenetics 
Group and the Scientific Coordinator of the Biobank at 
the Portuguese Oncology Institute of Porto (IPO Porto), 
as well as, Invited Associate Professor in the Department 
of Pathology and Molecular Genetics and the Director 
of the Master Course in Oncology at the University of 
Porto, teaching Pathology and Cancer Epigenetics, both 
undergraduate and Pos-graduation Courses. She obtained 
her BSc in Biology (1994), MSc in Oncology (1998), 
PhD in Biomedical Sciences (2001) and Habilitation 
in Pathology and Molecular Genetics (2011) at the 
University of Porto. She performed her PhD project at 
Johns Hopkins University (JHU), USA under the GABBA 
Program, working on prostate cancer genetic and 
epigenetic alterations. From 2002 until 2007, she was 
a Post-doctoral Fellow and Invited Researcher at IPO 
Porto, in collaboration with JHU, working on detection 
of neoplastic cells by DNA-based technology in clinical 
samples obtained from non-invasive or minimal invasive 
methods. In 2008 she established her independent group 
at IPO Porto, working on Cancer Biology and Epigenetics 
(FCT-2008 Science Program). As an independent 
Researcher, she served as Principal Investigator of 20 
grants, and participated in other 14 projects granted 
from different National and International agencies under 
competitive concurrence.
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CELIA GOMES
 
She holds a PhD in Biomedical Sciences from the Faculty 
of Medicine of Coimbra University, and is currently 
senior researcher at the Coimbra Institute for Clinical 
and Biomedical Research (iCBR) - Faculty of Medicine, 
University of Coimbra. She has been particularly 
interested in understanding the biology cancer stem-like 
cells and on their contribution to cancer progression and 
response to therapy and in developing new therapeutic 
approaches targeting this cell subset. She is also 
interested in deciphering the mechanisms of metastasis 
organotropism with focus on osteosarcoma.
 

EUNICE PAISANA
 
She has graduated in Biologia Celular e Molecular at 
Faculdade de Ciências e Tecnologia da Universidade 
Nova de Lisboa and concluded her master degree in 
Cancer Immunology and Biotechnology at University of 
Nottingham. Currently, she is a fourth-year PhD student at 
Instituto de Medicina Molecular João Lobo Antunes and 
Faculdade de Medicina da Universidade de Lisboa. She 
has been working under the supervision of Doctor Cláudia 
Faria and Professor João Barata, developing her research 
on understanding the molecular mechanisms behind the 
development of brain metastases, based on a patient-
driven approach.”  
 

FÁTIMA BALTAZAR

Current positions: Associate Professor of Pharmacology 
at the Medical School of University of Minho (Portugal), 
Senior Researcher at ICVS (Life and Health Sciences 
Research Institute) and Coordinator of the Surgical 
Sciences Research Domain (SSRD). 
Education: First degree in Pharmaceutical Sciences by 
the University of Coimbra (Portugal), PhD in Biological 
Sciences by the University of Hull (U.K.). 
Main research interests: Cancer glycolytic metabolism, 
focusing on the discovery of new prognostic metabolic 
biomarkers and cancer therapeutic targets (especially 
monocarboxylate transporters - MCTs), using human 
samples and pre-clinical models. Publication track 
record: 109 international peer-reviewed research 
articles; 10 book chapters; (co-)inventor on 2 European 
patent applications (ongoing); H Factor 29 (ISI Web 
of Science). She is member of the Editorial Board of 
several international journals, and member of different 
national and international organizations, including ASPIC 
(Portuguese Association for Cancer Research), EACR 
(European Association for Cancer Research). She was 
recently appointed as board member of the International 
Society of Cancer Metabolism (ISCaM).
 

JACINTA SERPA

She has a PhD in Human Biology by Faculdade de 
Medicina da Universidade do Porto (2005) and 
Graduated in Applied Biology by Universidade dos 
Açores (1997). 
She is an expert in cancer biology with more than 20 
years of experience and 32 peer-reviewed published 
research papers. Her main field of interest is cancer 
metabolism, including metabolic adaptations allowing 
cancer cells survival in a certain microenvironment and 
also the way endogenous cancer metabolism interferes 
with cell response to drugs.
Since, 2015 she is the head of Cancer Metabolism and 
Microenvironment Lab in Centro de estudos de Doenças 
Crónicas from NOVA Medical School (CEDOC|NMS) 
(http://cedoc.unl.pt/cancer-metabolism-and-
microenvironment/) and Instituto Português de Oncologia 
de Lisboa Francisco Gentil (IPOLFG). She participated in 
more than 15 research projects and she has supervised 
17 Master theses and 8 PhD Theses.
 

JOANA PAREDES

She is Principal Investigator at the Epithelial Interactions 
in Cancer group at i3S, Porto, Portugal. Her research is 
mainly focused on understanding how cell-cell adhesion 
between cancer cells regulate stemness, metabolic 
behavior, cell invasion and dissemination, as well as 
their metastatic capacity and crosstalk with the tumor 
microenvironment. Is graduated in Biology at Coimbra 
University and holds a PhD in Human Biology from the 
Medical Faculty of Porto University. For 4yrs, she worked 
at the Cancer Research Lab of Gent University (in Belgium) 
and at Ipatimup (Porto, Portugal), both reference labs in 
cell adhesion molecules and cancer. She then performed 
a postdoc in oncobiology and started her research 
career as an independent scientist in 2010 at Ipatimup, 
with the support of Ciência 2007 and FCT Investigator 
positions. She got a tenure position in 2018. Joana 
Paredes is co-author of 76 publications in international 
peer-review journals, with more than 3000 citations and 
a h-index of 32, being the first author of 9 manuscripts, 
and senior author of other 9. Her results were published 
in top cancer-related journals, such as Cancer Research, 
Oncogene, Clinical Cancer Research, Breast Cancer 
Research, BBA Reviews on Cancer, Stem Cells, Journal of 
Pathology, Oncotarget, BMC Cancer, Gastroenterology, 
Gut, and Human Molecular Genetics, all of them reflecting 
her scientific expertise in adhesion molecules, stemness 
and cancer. 
Since 2016, Joana Paredes is member of the Direction of 
ASPIC (Portuguese Association for Cancer Research); in 
March 2020, she was elected the President of ASPIC for 
the next biennium (2020-2022).
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JOHAN SWINNEN 

Obtained his PhD in Biomedical Sciences from the 
University of Antwerp (Belgium) in 1992 after a 4-year 
research stay at the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill (USA). In the early 1990s, he established his 
own research group at the University of Leuven (Belgium), 
where he is full professor. He was chair of the Department 
of Oncology from 2012-2020, vice-chair of the LKI - 
Leuven Cancer Institute, and coordinator of the KU Leuven 
International Doctoral School Programme on Cancer. His 
research focuses on altered lipid metabolism in cancer. 
In this context, the team has established a state-of-the-art 
mass spectrometry-based lipidomics platform ‘LipoMetrix’, 
which has been instrumental in several small- and large-
scale collaborations, including the EURLIPIDS consortium 
and has led to several seminal findings published in high 
impact journals. Prof Swinnen has (co)authored more than 
120 peer reviewed papers and has an h-index of 57 
(GS). He shows a strong social engagement and ran from 
Leuven to Santiago de Compostela (2300 km) and from 
Leuven to Rome (2000 km) to raise awareness and funds 
for cancer research.
 

JOSÉ CARLOS MACHADO
 
Professor Associado da Faculdade de Medicina da 
Universidade do Porto, vice-presidente do Instituto de 
Patologia e Imunologia Molecular da Universidade do 
Porto (Ipatimup), e membro da Comissão Diretiva do 
i3S, onde também ocupa a posição de Coordenador 
do Programa Cancro. Estudou Biologia na Universidade 
do Porto e obteve o seu Doutoramento sob supervisão 
do Prof. Nikolaus Blin e da Prof. Fátima Carneiro nas 
Universidades de Tubingen, Alemanha e Porto, Portugal. 
A principal questão científica subjacente à investigação 
do grupo de que é coordenador é perceber como é que 
a informação genética que caracteriza as células do 
cancro é partilhada com os diversos constituintes celulares 
do cancro, e que impacto tem este processo sobre a 
heterogeneidade, a diversidade e plasticidade das células 
do cancro. JCM recebeu suporte financeiro competitivo 
de agências como a Fundação para a Ciência e 
Tecnologia (FCT), Agência de Inovação (ADI), Ministério 
da Saúde, Worldwide Cancer Research e Comunidade 
Europeia (EC). JCM é também responsável pela área de 
I&D da unidade de prestação de serviços de diagnóstico 
do Ipatimup. Esta unidade tem acreditação CAP 
(Colégio Americano de Patologistas), ISO15189:2014 
e ISO17025:2005 e é um laboratório de referência em 
Portugal para a deteção de biomarcadores em cancro, 
diagnóstico genético e anatomia patológica. À data de 
Março de 2020, JCM (Scopus Author ID 7102792651) 
é co-autor de 159 publicações científicas em revistas 
internacionais com arbitragem científica, com um número 
total de 10450 citações e um h-index de 41.
 

KLAUS PANTEL 

Prof Pantel is Chairman of the Institute of Tumour Biology 
at the University Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf. The 
institute is part of the Centre of Experimental Medicine 
and the University Cancer Center Hamburg (UCCH). 
Prof Pantel graduated in 1986 from Cologne University 
in Germany and completed his thesis on mathematical 
modelling of haematopoiesis in 1987. After his 
postdoctoral period in the USA on hematopoietic stem cell 
regulation (Wayne State University, Detroit), he performed 
research at the Institute of Immunology, University of 
Munich for 10 years. The pioneer work of Prof Pantel 
in the field of cancer micrometastasis, circulating tumor 
cells and circulating nucleic acids (ctDNA, microRNAs) 
is reflected by more than 400 publications in excellent 
high ranking biomedical and scientific journals (incl. 
NEJM, Lancet, Nature Journals, Cancer Cell, Science 
Translational Medicine, Cancer Discovery, PNAS, JCO, 
JNCI, Cancer Res.) and has been awarded the AACR 
Outstanding Investigator Award 2010, German Cancer 
Award 2010, and two ERC Advanced Investigator Grants 
2011 and 2019. Moreover, Prof Pantel coordinates the 
European IMI consortium CANCER-ID (www.cancer-id.
eu) on blood-based “Liquid Biopsies” in lung and breast 
cancer comprising 37 partner institutions from academia, 
non-profit organizations and industry.
 

LUIS COSTA 

He is the Director of Oncology Department of Hospital 
de Santa Maria and Clinical Research Center of Lisbon 
Academic Medical Center (CAML), Associate Professor 
of Medicine, Oncology & Oncobiology at Faculdade 
de Medicina de Lisboa and Principal Investigator of the 
Translational Oncobiology Lab of Instituto de Medicina 
Molecular – João Lobo Antunes (iMM-JLA). Prof. Luis Costa 
has devoted most of his clinical and research career to 
the study of bone metastases, and has published over 
350 works. Currently, the main goal of his research 
unit at iMM-JLA is to improve understanding of the 
molecular mechanisms implicated in tumor progression at 
metastatic site (using bone metastases as paradigm) and 
to unravel molecular signatures of organotropism through 
identification of “leader gene signatures” common to 
the primary tumor and corresponding metastases (using 
colorectal cancer as a model). He is also focused on 
the identification of therapy resistance mechanisms in 
metastatic setting, as well as in finding new therapeutic 
strategies to overcome such resistance; and to interpret 
the dynamics of metastatic cancer progression, through 
a comprehensive analysis of clonal evolution and host 
immune and humoral responses. Between 2016 and 
2020 Prof. Luis Costa was the President of ASPIC – 
Associação Portuguesa de Investigação em Cancro.
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MASSIMILIANO MAZZONE

Graduated in Medical Biotechnology at the Medical 
School - University Torino, Italy; PhD in Cell Science 
and Technologies at the Institute for Cancer Research of 
Torino, under the supervision of Prof. Comoglio; Since 
October 2009, is heading the Lab of Tumor Inflammation 
and Angiogenesis - Center for Cancer Biology, part 
of VIB in Leuven; Since 2017 Full Professor at the 
University of Leuven; Contributed to the field of oncology 
understanding the mechanisms of cancer metastasis and 
to vascular biology identifying a new endothelial cell 
phenotype, the “phalanx” cell, which takes part in the 
formation of aligned blood vessels in perfused tissues,  
work (published in Cell), and awarded by the Lorini 
Foundation; Since 2009, is independent group leader 
and his team is focusing in studying the response of 
inflammatory cells to hypoxic and metabolic conditions 
in order to restore blood flow and regulate favorably 
the immune response in conditions such as cancer and 
ischemic pathologies; Got other important national 
and international awards (the Belgian Royal Academy 
Prize, Giulia Colletta Award, EMBO awards, Chiara 
D’Onofrio Award, AstraZeneca Award, Burgen Award 
and others) and international recognitions (3 ERC grants, 
EMBO, FEBS, EMBO Young Investigator; Author of 120 
papers, with an average impact factor in first or senior 
corresponding author research papers of 21; more than 
11000 citations; An H-index of 47. He is member of the 
boards of several peer-reviewed journals (such as Cancer 
Research); Reviewer for almost 20 journals and has 
been so far invited to speak in more than 100 national 
and international conferences (including GRC, Keystone, 
AACR, FEBS meetings). 
 

NOEL DE MIRANDA

He is a cancer biologist at the Leiden University Medical 
Center (The Netherlands). He is the Principal Investigator 
of the Immunogenomics research group at the department 
of Pathology of the LUMC. The Immunogenomics group 
works on tumour immunology with a particular focus 
on colorectal and pancreatic cancers. The group’s 
translational aims are to: 1) identify cancer-specific 
antigens that can be targeted by immunotherapy and 2) 
elucidate the potential of immune cell subsets other than 
T cells for immunotherapeutic exploitation. These aims 
are accompanied by a strong curiosity in understanding 
and mapping out the complex and multicellular nature 
of anti-cancer immune responses. Noel de Miranda was 
recently awarded an ERC Starting Grant as holds a Young 
Investigator award by the Dutch Cancer Society and a 
VENI award by the Dutch Organization for Scientific 
Research.
 

PEDRO CASTELO BRANCO 

Has completed his doctorate in molecular biology at 
Oxford University in 2005, followed by post-doctoral 
fellowships at Harvard University and the University of 
Toronto. Since 2014 he is an Assistant Professor in the 
Department of Biomedical Sciences and Medicine and 
head of the Epigenetics in Human Disease laboratory, 
at the University of the Algarve. His scientific interests 
include the identification of specific epigenetic signatures 
throughout carcinogenesis and targeted methylation/
demethylation as a therapeutic approach.
 

PEDRO G. FERREIRA

He is an Assistant Professor at the Department of 
Computer Science, Faculty of Sciences of University 
of Porto and an affiliated researcher at i3s/ipatimup 
and at LIAAD-INESC-TEC, the Artificial Intelligence and 
Decision Support Lab of the University of Porto. He has 
a PhD in Artificial Intelligence from University of Minho 
(2007). In his research, he is interested in unraveling the 
role of genomics on the human health and disease. He 
applies and develops data-analytical models to analyse 
and interpret diverse, complex and large-scale genomic 
datasets. 
 

SANDRA CASIMIRO 

Completed her PhD in Molecular Biology at the 
Universidade de Lisboa in 2007, during which she 
developed innovative tools for the identification of 
resistance and virulence genes in eukaryotes and 
pathogens. As a FCT Post-Doctoral Fellow between 
2007 and 2013, she joined Luis Costa Lab at the 
Instituto de Medicina Molecular (iMM), and embraced 
the exciting field of translational Oncobiology, focusing 
on breast cancer and bone metastases. Staff Scientist 
at Luis Costa Lab since 2013, Sandra Casimiro is 
particularly interested in the RANKL-RANK pathway, 
and determined to exploit as a unique target to improve 
the efficacy or revert resistance of drugs. In parallel, 
she participates in numerous national and international 
research projects (21 projects, over 2.3M euros) focusing 
in cancer metastases. Sandra Casimiro received the 
Oncology Research Award from Terry Fox Foundation/
Liga Portuguesa Contra o Cancro in 2008 and 2014, a 
Short Term EMBO Fellowship in 2009,  the Fundo iMM-
Laço Clinical Research Grant in 2016, the Pfizer/LPCC 
Grant for Breast Cancer Research in 2017 (awarded 
to I.Gomes under her supervision), and a FCT project 
in 2018. She has published 30 papers, with over 450 
citations; and supervised numerous students at all levels. 
Sandra Casimiro became an Invited Assistant Professor of 
Oncobiology at Faculdade de Medicina da Universidade 
de Lisboa in 2016, and is the Executive Coordinator of 
the Masters in Oncobiology.
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SÍLVIA SOCORRO 

She is Full Professor of Biomedicine at the Faculty of 
Health Sciences of University of Beira Interior (UBI) 
and the Coordinator of the Health Sciences Research 
Centre (CICS-UBI). She is also the Director of the PhD 
Programme in Biomedicine at UBI. Silvia Socorro has 
a PhD in Biological Sciences (2001) and obtained the 
Habilitation degree in Biomedicine in 2013. Her research 
interests are focused on the hormone and metabolic 
alterations associated with male infertility and cancer. The 
development of steroid- and metabolism-based biomarkers 
and therapeutic options also is a main target of interest. 
Sílvia Socorro has supervised 3 post-doctoral projects 
and 7 PhD theses, and co-authored more than 70 articles 
in specialized journals in the fields of cell and molecular 
biology, reproduction and cancer. She is member of the 
Editorial Board of international journals, and a member 
of national and international scientific organizations, 
namely, the ASPIC (Portuguese Association for Cancer 
Research) and the EACR (European Association for 
Cancer Research).
 

TÂNIA MARISA LIMA 

She is a biochemist who is currently in the second year 
of her PhD in biomedicine at Institute of Biomedicine 
(iBiMED) - University of Aveiro. She is interested in 
developing a new method of non-invasive screening of 
prostate cancer, allowing its earlier detection and follow-
up, and thus positively affecting the quality of life of 
cancer patients. Her main goal is to identify new urinary 
biomarkers and multiplex panels for a sensitive and 
specific screening of prostate cancer
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FRANCISCO CAVALEIRO DE FERREIRA

PRESIDENT OF THE LPCC-NRS BOARD

Welcome to the conference “Cancer Biology:
From Basic To Translational Research.”

Over the 79 years of existence, the Portuguese Cancer 
League has created and supported several initiatives to 
fight cancer.

Based on two statutory pillars, humanization and 
solidarity, our action is focused on four strategic axes: 

- Supporting cancer patients and their families by 
providing over 1000 hospital volunteers and three 
patient support actions: psychological, legal, and 
financial – accounting for around 500.000€ for 
transportation, prosthetics, and medicine for those in 
need.
- In primary prevention and Healthcare Education, by 
developing awareness campaigns and educational 
actions that aim to increase disease prevention 
awareness by promoting the importance of a healthy 
lifestyle focusing on living an active and tobacco and 
alcohol-free life. 
- In secondary prevention, as besides skin and oral 
cancer diagnosis actions, we run and promote the 
population-based national breast cancer screening 
program using 27 breast cancer screening units that 
produce more than 360.000 mammograms yearly. 
We cover the whole country apart from the Lisbon 
Metropolitan Area and the Setubal Peninsula.
- Lastly, we support medical and investigators training 
and Research in Oncology, an area in which we are 
active actors by awarding research grants and funding 
institutions.

While supporting patients and their families is the 
priority in resource allocation, primary prevention is 
our strategic stake for the future. The investment in 
research contributes to the everlasting quest for a better 

understanding of cancer’s biology, aiming to control 
and “cure” it. Thanks to prevention and research, most 
cancer diagnoses are no longer a death fate, but still 
a chronic disease in which new daily findings produce 
small but steady steps in the uncovering of new ways to 
fight it, control it, or, in some cases, “cure” those struck 
by it.

It is a pleasure to have you all attending this conference. 
As a Patients’ Association, we prefer personal contact, 
but in this trying times, we all have to adapt, and we will 
do our best to make this event a success.

These are times of uncertainty, but it is a familiar feeling 
for those who are involved daily on research, seeking 
the unknown, putting together the available information, 
creativity, curiosity, and applying all the acquired 
knowledge. 

Fighting cancer requires teamwork, and we can only 
overcome the complexity of the task when we can create 
the space and the time to share information. We hope 
we are able to create such space and time during this 
conference.
In this framework, the conference “Cancer Biology: 
From Basic To Translational Research” intends to gather 
national and international researchers on basic and 
clinical oncology and to show the most promising 
oncology results with potential clinical relevance. 
For this, many different layers of tumoral complexity 
will be addressed (including genetics, biomarkers, 
tumor microenvironment, tumor metabolism, and new 
potential therapeutic goals), as well as how to best use 
all of knowledge on improving diagnosis and patient 
treatment.
In the scientific community and the work of all healthcare 
professionals, we place our hope, aware of the 
hardship, but confident that we will be able to find the 
“cure” one day.
We are delighted to welcome you to this conference, we 
thank you for taking an interest and being a part of it.

Thank you for your support!

Francisco Cavaleiro de Ferreira
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09 am
OPENIG SESSION
President of the LPCC-NRS Board – Francisco Cavaleiro de Ferreira
ASPIC President – Joana Paredes
Director of lisbon Academic Medical Center – Luís Costa

10 am
CANCER GENETIC AND BIOINFORMATIC
Chairs: José Carlos Machado e Branca Cavaco
1. Speaker – Pedro G. Ferreira
2. Selected oral communication – Speaker: Tânia da Costa Lima
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SESSÃO DE ABERTURA
OPENING SESSION

09 am 

The Portuguese Association for Research in Cancer 
(ASPIC) was formally constituted in 2013, having 
immediately and unanimously obtained affiliation to its 
European counterpart - EACR (European Association 
for Cancer Research). This association was constituted 
by the need to bring together the interests, purposes 
and capacities of the cancer research community at 
national level, very diverse and multidisciplinary, in an 
independent way of the academic or professional training 
of each one.
ASPIC is a platform to find synergies, occupying a space 
for dialogue between different areas such as physics, 
medicine, biology, biochemistry, among others. It is 
now recognized that the meeting between different 
disciplines is fundamental for the progress of knowledge 
to be made in a rational and effective way. Thus, it 
was considered that the sum of the Societies already 
existing at national level, with professionals working in 
Oncology (or Oncobiology) as partners, did not respond 
to the challenge to which ASPIC aspired to respond: 
to overcome disciplinary / professional barriers for the 
benefit of research in cancer and, more importantly, for 
the public benefit of cancer patients, forming a synergistic 
and active network of integrated knowledge.
We also feel that ASPIC does not clash with patient 
organizations, whose role in mediating between patient 

Systemic therapies used to treat early breast cancer can 
be associated with loss of bone mineral density and 
increased risk of complications like osteoporotic fractures. 
Bisphosphonates and denosumab are bone-targeted 
agents (BTAs), potent inhibitors of osteoclast activity 
used to manage osteoporosis and bone metastases from 
a variety of cancers, also being evaluated as adjuvant 

communities and health professionals is essential in our 
country. ASPIC only intends to be their interlocutor if there 
is a need for access to medical and scientific knowledge. 
In addition, associations of cancer patients have always 
been present at ASPIC congresses and there are already 
joint activities.
In recent years, ASPIC has been promoting excellent 
research in Portugal and helping to disseminate results, 
analyzing and proposing solutions to issues relevant to 
research. Thus, it intends, in this aspect, to constitute 
itself as a place of sharing, of “comfort”, of exchange 
of information - about what is published, about what 
appears nationally and internationally as an offer of 
financing and employment, about meetings/congresses 
that are being carried out on this topic, and on ways 
to find support to continue to maintain our international 
presence.
To fulfill its role in European integration, ASPIC uses its 
EACR affiliation as a fundamental tool. This allows our 
presence in the European network of cancer researchers, 
avoiding isolation and finding ways of belonging to the 
international organizations and structures that are being 
created and that Portugal is often alienated from. Along 
the same lines, ASPIC is still actively collaborating with 
ASEICA (the Spanish Association for Cancer Research), 
with the intent to promote cancer research at Iberian level.

treatments in breast cancer. Prof. Luis Costa will review 
the use of BTAs for bone health and their impact on 
breast cancer outcomes in the adjuvant setting.

PRESIDENT OF THE LPCC - NRS BOARD:

FRANCISCO CAVALEIRO DE FERREIRA

PALESTRANTE/SPEAKER:

LUIS COSTA - DIRECTOR OF LISBON ACADEMIC MEDICAL CENTER

ASPIC the Portuguese Association for Cancer Research

Adjuvant antiresorptive therapy for early breast cancer. Where are we?

PALESTRANTE/SPEAKER:

JOANA PAREDES – ASPIC
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CANCER GENETIC AND BIOINFORMATIC

10 am

Machine Learning (ML) is a field within Artificial 
Intelligence devoted to develop computer programs that 
learn from data. The goal is to extract and learn relevant 
patterns and functions that allow predict future events and 
outcomes.
Recent advances in computational power, methodological 
improvements and exponential growth of captured data 
from different sources resulted in major ML breakthroughs 
in the last years. Health and biomedical research greatly 
benefited from such advances.

Introduction: Prostate cancer (PCa) is one of the most 
prevalent types of cancer. Its diagnostic tools have 
revealed limited accuracy, especially prostate specific 
antigen (PSA) testing, which displays low specificity. 
Thus, it is imperative to identify new biomarkers for 
PCa prediction. Materials and Methods: In an attempt 
to identify putative protein markers for screening PCa 
patients in a non-invasive biofluid, this work was divided 
into two stages, with the first being a shotgun discovery 
experiment and the second a small-scale clinical 
validation using immunoblot. A shotgun MS proteomics 
approach (utilizing GeLC-MS/MS and label-free 
quantitation), coupled with bioinformatic and biostatistical 
analysis was used to select candidate urinary targets for 
PCa assessment. Results: Among the 22 dysregulated 
proteins identified by both software, Cadherin1 (CDH1), 
Cystatin-C (CST3), EGF-containing fibulin-like extracellular 
matrix protein 1 (EFEMP1), Secreted and transmembrane 
protein 1 (SECTM1) and Transthyretin (TTR) stood out as 
potential targets and were verified in an independent 
patient cohort. Based on multivariable logistic regression 
analysis it is proposed a five protein-based signature 
consisting of CDH1, CST3, EFEMP1, SECTM1, TTR, to 

In this talk, the main concepts of ML will be presented. 
Then, we will discuss the impact of this technology in 
cancer research, namely in diagnosis, characterization 
and monitoring of cancer. Recent successful applications 
will be reviewed. Finally, we put forward some ideas 
and challenges to leverage the success of ML in cancer 
research.

assess the risk of developing PCa. To complement 
the urinary PCa profile, proteomics data were then 
reanalysed to identify cancer-associated mutations. 
Missense variants were found in the proteins CDH1 and 
EFEMP1, as well as other mutations in proteins involved 
in the extracellular matrix dynamics and metabolism. 
Conclusions: This integrated analysis provide a urinary 
signature that will be verified in tumour tissues and 
highlight dysregulated processes in PCa, which may 
improve its management in a non-invasive way.

PALESTRANTE/SPEAKER:

TÂNIA DA COSTA LIMA

Applications of Machine Learning in Cancer Research: a review

Urinary biomarkers in Prostate Cancer detection

MODERADORES/CHAIRS:

JOSÉ CARLOS MACHADO & BRANCA CAVACO  

PALESTRANTE/SPEAKER:

PEDRO G. FERREIRA

SELECTED ORAL COMUNICATION 
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TUMOR MICROENVIRONMENT

11.15 am

Anti-cancer immunotherapy has provided patients with 
a promising treatment. Yet, it has also unveiled that 
the immunosuppressive tumor microenvironment (TME) 
hampers the efficiency of this therapeutic option and 
limits its success. The concept that metabolism is able 
to shape the immune response has gained general 
acceptance. Nonetheless, little is known on how the 
metabolic crosstalk between different tumor compartments 
contributes to the harsh TME and ultimately impairs T cell 
fitness within the tumor. In my talk, I will give an insight 
on some metabolic changes in the TME that impede 
proper anti-tumor immunity. As well, the metabolic cross-
talk between immune cells and normal cells in healthy 
organs can have important implications for several, 

Introduction: Cytotoxic T cell (CTL) infiltration into 
the tumor-bed carries the potential to limit tumor 
progression. Nevertheless, the immunosuppressive tumor 
microenvironment can mediate the exclusion of T cells 
from the vicinity of cancer cells and thereby hampering 
the efficiency of immunotherapy. Here, we study the 
function of the well characterized axon guidance 
repulsive cue PlexinA4 in CTLs and its potential targeting 
to increase T cell-mediated anti-tumor immunity. Material 
& Methods: CTLs from several murine models as well as 
from melanoma patients before and after treatment with 
anti-PD-1 were isolated to address PlexinA4 expression. 
A genetic murine model of PlexinA4 was used and CTL 
phenotype was addressed ex vivo. T cell trafficking was 
monitored in different in vivo murine models by flow 
cytometry and/or microscopy, namely tumor and lymph 
node homing assays. Additionally, tumor progression 

detrimental conditions (which are also diagnosed in 
cancer patients such in of the case muscle waste or 
cachexia). I will thus provide another example on how 
to tackle these metabolic cross-talks in order to gain, 
simultaneous, therapeutic benefit for cancer therapy 
and for associated (co-)morbidities i.e., muscle loss. The 
overall goal is to identify druggable metabolic targets that 
i) reinforce the intrinsic anti-tumor immune response by 
breaking immunosuppression, ii) promote T cell function in 
immunotherapeutic settings by rewiring either the TME or 
the T cell itself, iii) provide the opportunities to intervene 
and ameliorate other disorders and the quality of life of 
(cancer) patients.

assays, survival analysis and adoptive T cell transfer 
were performed in transgenic and wild-type mice. 
Results: We found that PlexinA4 is dynamically 
regulated in CTLs, being induced upon T cell activation, 
sustained in circulation and negatively regulated 
upon anti-PD-1 treatment both in murine and human 
melanoma samples. Additionally, we observed that 
CTLs lacking PlexinA4 have an increased proliferative 
and homing capacity to the LNs and the tumor 
bed, leading to more effective anti-tumor responses 
in a therapeutic setting of adoptive T cell transfer. 
Conclusions: By harnessing the chemo-repulsive 
properties of the plexin cascade, we restored antitumor 
immunity, suggesting that strategies to target PlexinA4 
can be used as a new anti-tumor immunotherapy to 
drive T cell infiltration.

PALESTRANTE/SPEAKER:

ANA ISABEL OLIVEIRA

Harnessing tumor metabolism to overcome immunosuppression:

A novel way to enhance the success of cancer immunotherapy

PlexinA4 mediates cytotoxic T cell trafficking and exclusion in cancer

MODERADORES/CHAIRS:

JACINTA SERPA & BRUNO COSTA SILVA

PALESTRANTE/SPEAKER:

MASSIMILIANO MAZZONE

SELECTED ORAL COMUNICATION 
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CANCER METABOLISM

1.30 pm

The development and progression of cancer is 
accompanied by marked changes in metabolism, 
including the metabolism of lipids. This rewiring is largely 
driven by oncogenes and tumor suppressors and is an 
integral part of their oncogenic action. Among the most 
commonly observed changes in lipid metabolism is a shift 
towards de novo lipogenesis, which mainly produces 
mono-unsaturated lipids and results in a relative decrease 
in membrane lipid poly-unsaturation. Using cancer cell 
lines and various preclinical in vivo model systems, we 
have shown that this shift plays a key role in the protection 
of cancer cells from oxidative and therapeutic stress. 
Oncogene-targeted therapies reverse these changes and 
make cells more vulnerable to reactive oxygen species 
(ROS), contributing to therapy response. Interestingly, 

Introduction: High systemic LDL levels correlate with 
increased tumor size and progression to metastasis in a 
variety of mouse tumor models. However, the mechanisms 
by which high LDL favors metastatic spread, are still 
undisclosed. Methods: Here we address this problem 
in breast cancer. In vivo we made use of a short-term 
high cholesterol diet and LDLR Knock Out mice, to 
raise LDL levels in circulation, with limited impact on 
other circulating lipids such as triglycerides. We used 
the 4T1 and the MDA-231 cell lines injected either 
orthotopically or in the tail vein in immunocompetent 
or immunosuppressed mice, respectively. In vitro we 
addressed the role of LDL on transendothelial migration. 
Results: Our in vivo data show that a high cholesterol diet 
accelerates the entry of tumor cells in circulation in a way 

therapy resistant cells show a sustained high lipogenic 
activity. Inhibition of this activity using small molecule 
inhibitors targeting lipogenic pathways (re)sensitizes 
cancer cells to therapy and renders them exquisitely 
sensitive to inducers of oxidative stress. Using preclinical 
models, we provide evidence that these findings can be 
exploited in a novel combinatorial approach to overcome 
therapy resistance. Collectively, our data show that lipid 
metabolism is dramatically altered in cancer, contributes 
to cancer biology and modulates therapy response. 
Interference with lipid metabolism holds great potential to 
(re)sensitize cancer cells to various forms of therapy.
This work was supported by grants from FWO, KOTK, KU 
Leuven and Interreg-EURLIPIDS.

that is independent of its effect on tumor size, increased 
number of blood vessels or blood vessel permeability. 
In vitro, we show that LDL can directly affect tumor 
cell´s ability to transmigrate through endothelial cells. 
Time-lapse imaging revealed that this transmigration 
is preceded by the intercalation of tumor cells with 
endothelial cells. This behavior resembled vascular 
mimicry, which has been shown by others to contribute 
to the entry of tumor cells in circulation through the 
action of secreted proteins such as Serpine2 and 
SLPI. We have been able to show that LDL induces 
the expression of Serpine2. Conclusion: We propose 
that high LDL levels promote a vascular mimicry-like 
phenotype on tumor cells and its ability to intravasate 
and metastasize.

PALESTRANTE/SPEAKER:

ANA LUÍSA MAGALHÃES

Lipid metabolism: a central modulator of cancer biology and therapy

High systemic LDL accelerates the intravasation of breast cancer cells 

through a vascular-mimicry like mechanism

MODERADORES/CHAIRS:

FATIMA BALTAZAR & SÍLVIA SOCORRO

PALESTRANTE/SPEAKER:

JOHAN SWINNEN

SELECTED ORAL COMUNICATION 
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CANCER BIOMARKERS AND NEW THERAPIES

2.30 pm

The analysis of circulating tumor cells (CTCs) and tumor 
cell products (DNA,RNA, extracellular vesicles) released 
into the blood may provide clinically relevant information 
as “liquid biopsy” (Pantel & Alix-Panabieres, Nature Rev. 
Clin. Oncol. 2019) and provide new insights into tumor 
biology (Keller & Pantel, Nature Rev. Cancer 2019). CTCs 
are complementary to other liquid biopsy biomarkers 
such as circulating cell-free DNA (ctDNA), circulating 
microRNAs (Anfossi et al., Nature Rev. Clin. Oncol. 
2018), extracellular vessels or tumor-educated platelets. 
Validation of liquid biopsy assays is essential and has 
been performed by the EU/IMI consortium CANCER-
ID (www.cancer-id.eu), an activity sustained now by 
the ELBS (European Liquid Biopsy Society) consortium. 
Liquid biopsy analyses with validated platforms provides 

Cancer immunotherapy has experienced remarkable 
advances in recent years that resulted from the therapeutic 
targeting of T cell immune checkpoint mechanisms. 
Striking clinical responses have been achieved for patients 
diagnosed with advanced melanoma, non-small cell lung 
cancer, and renal cell carcinoma, among others. 
Nevertheless, the majority of cancer patients (>85%) 
does not yet benefit from immune checkpoint blockade 
therapies. Therefore, innovative approaches are required 
to extend the benefit of cancer immunotherapy to the 
majority of cancer patients. 
Our research group (Cancer Immunogenomics group, 
LUMC) aims at providing new tools that improve 
immunotherapeutic options for colorectal cancer 

information on early detection of cancer, identification 
of cancer patients at risk to develop relapse (prognosis), 
and it may serve to monitor tumor evolution, therapeutic 
targets or mechanisms of resistance on metastatic cells. 
Metastatic cells might have unique characteristics that can 
differ from the bulk of cancer cells in the primary tumor 
currently used for stratification of patients to systemic 
therapy. Moreover, monitoring of blood samples in the 
context of therapies might provide unique information for 
the future clinical management of the individual cancer 
patient and might serve as surrogate marker for response 
to therapy. In conclusion, the liquid biopsy analysis can 
be used to improve the management of individual cancer 
patients and contribute to personalized medicine. 

patients by: 1) discovering novel targetable antigens 
in patients whom are not sensitive to state-of-the-art 
immunotherapies and 2) exploit the innate immune 
system for identification of cell subsets that can be 
leveraged in a therapeutic setting.
During my talk I will discuss major advances in the 
immunotherapeutic treatment of colorectal cancers 
and what the future holds in terms of potential novel 
immunotherapies based on own research.

MODERADORES/CHAIRS:

CARMEN JERÓNIMO & CÉLIA GOMES

PALESTRANTE/SPEAKER:

NOEL DE MIRANDA

Clinical applications of liquid biopsy: From discovery to clinical practice

New tools from the immunotherapy toolbox for the treatment of 

colorectal cancer

MODERADORES/CHAIRS:

PEDRO C. BRANCO & SANDRA CASIMIRO

PALESTRANTE/SPEAKER:

KLAUS PANTEL
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Introduction: Brain metastases (BMs) are a major cause 
of mortality in cancer patients. Current treatments include 
surgery and radiation therapy. Recent studies showed that 
BMs have a distinct genomic profile from the matched 
primary tumor, explaining why chemotherapeutic 
regimens targeting the primary tumor have limited effect 
in brain lesions. Therefore, BMs remain an incurable 
disease with a dismal prognosis, and there is an unmet 
need for novel effective targeted therapies. Materials 
and methods: We analysed the transcriptomic profile of 
patients with BMs from diverse primary tumors, treated 
in the Department of Neurosurgery at CHULN, to identify 
genetic drivers of cancer dissemination to the brain and 
potential novel targets for therapy. The most differentially 
expressed gene codifies a ubiquitin conjugating enzyme 

(UCE). UCE levels were evaluated in tissue microarrays 
of BMs from an independent cohort of patients and 
correlated with the clinical outcome. The functional role 
of UCE was tested in vitro and in vivo using modulated 
breast cancer cell lines. Results: High protein levels 
of the UCE were associated with decreased survival 
in BMs’ patients, independently of the primary tumor 
origin. High levels of UCE led to increased migration 
and invasion abilities in cancer cell lines in vitro, but 
with no effect on proliferation. Moreover, UCE increased 
leptomeningeal dissemination and decreased survival in 
orthotopic models of breast cancer BMs. Conclusions: We 
identified UCE as an important player in leptomeningeal 
dissemination, with a negative impact in the survival of 
patients with BMs.

Ubiquitin Conjugating Enzymes promote leptomeningeal dissemination 

and decrease survival in Brain Metastatic Disease

PALESTRANTE/SPEAKER:

EUNICE PAISANA

SESSÃO DE ENCERRAMENTO
CLOSING SESSION

4 pm

PRESIDENT OF THE LPCC - NRS BOARD:
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Introduction:
Breast cancer (BC) is the main cause of cancer-related mortality in women [1][2] . The development of therapies to impair 
metastasis, the cause of one third of deaths by BC [3][4] , is therefore crucial. Emerging evidence indicates that membrane 
traffic is subverted by cancer cells to become invasive [5][6]. Arf-like (Arl) GTP-binding proteins are key regulators of 
membrane traffic steps and their expression is modulated in BC. Arls cycle between active and inactive states and the 
inactivation is regulated by GTPase-activating proteins (GAPs) [6][7]. Due to the importance of this cycle for Arl function, 
we propose to study ELMO-domain containing proteins (ELMOD1-3), a group of Arl GAPs, with the aim of identifying 
potential biomarkers for BC progression. 

Material and Methods:
We analyzed mRNA expression levels of ELMODs in BC cell lines with distinct invasive capacities and in a cohort of BC 
patient-derived tumor samples. 

Results:
We found that ELMOD1 mRNA expression is upregulated in more invasive cell lines. Furthermore, ELMOD2 and ELMOD3 
mRNA expression levels increase from non-tumorigenic to tumorigenic BC cell lines and decrease in the most invasive cell 
line tested. 

Conclusion:
We found a correlation between the invasiveness of BC cells and higher ELMOD mRNA expression levels. We postulate 
that ELMOD silencing can impair BC cell invasion, which would suggest ELMODs as potential regulators of BC progression. 
To confirm this hypothesis, we plan to analyze the effects of silencing and overexpressing ELMODs on cell migration and 
invasion by scratch wound-healing, matrigel-coated transwells and 3D-tumor spheroids assays.

References:

[1] Bray, F., Ferlay, J., Soerjomataram, I., Siegel, R. L., Torre, L. A., & Jemal, 

A. (2018). Global cancer statistics 2018: GLOBOCAN estimates of incidence 

and mortality worldwide for 36 cancers in 185 countries. CA: a cancer journal 

for clinicians, 68(6), 394-424. [2] Kale, S., Rammohan, R., Vas, V., & Elsayad, 

C. (2020). Male Breast Cancer: Reevaluate Our Opinion. Case Reports in 

Oncological Medicine, 2020. [3] Akram, M., Iqbal, M., Daniyal, M., & Khan, 

A. U. (2017). Awareness and current knowledge of breast cancer. Biological 

research, 50(1), 33. [4] Xie, X., Tang, S. C., Cai, Y., Pi, W., Deng, L., Wu, G., ... 

& Teng, Y. (2016). Suppression of breast cancer metastasis through the inactivation 

of ADP-ribosylation factor 1. Oncotarget, 7(36), 58111. [5] Parachoniak, C. A., & 

Park, M. (2012). Dynamics of receptor trafficking in tumorigenicity. Trends in Cell 

Biology, 22(5), 231–240. [6] Casalou, C., Faustino, A., & Barral, D. C. (2016). 

Arf proteins in cancer cell migration. Small GTPases, 7(4), 270-282. [7] Casalou, 

C., Ferreira, A., & Barral, D. C. (2020). The role of ARF family proteins and their 

regulators and effectors in cancer progression: a therapeutic perspective. Frontiers 

in Cell and Developmental Biology, 8, 217

Modulating membrane traffic regulators to impair breast cancer 

progression

DC Coito1, AT Ferreira1, C Casalou1, DC Barra1 

1CEDOC, NOVA Medical School|Faculdade de Ciências Médicas, Universidade NOVA de Lisboa
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Genetics and epigenetics changes, have been showed as crucial regulators to cervical cancer progression. However, 
the mechanisms and role of miRNA dysregulation in cervical carcinogenesis are still not clear. We aimed to evaluate 
four miRNAs (miR-130a3p, miR-205-5p and miR-381-3p) and their targets regulation in human cervical cancer (CC) cell 
lines. We used a panel of CC cell lines including, five commercial cell line (HeLa, SiHa, CasKi, C4-I and C33-A) and 
one primary cell line (HCB-514) established in our lab. Primary Epidermal Keratinocytes cell line (HaCaT) was used as 
control. Expression level of miRNAs was assessed by quantitative PCR analysis. Further, gene expression profile was 
performed using nCounter PanCancer Pathways panel (NanoString Technologies®) to compare HCB-514 and HaCaT cell 
lines. The prediction of miRNA targets was performed using the miRDIP. The interaction networks of miRNA-target were 
constructed by Cytoscape program and REACTOME plug-in with CC category. We found miR-130a-3p and miR-205-5p 
was upregulated in CasKi, C4-IA, C33-A and HCB-514, both with a fold-change ≤2. The miR-381-3p was downregulated 
only in HCB-514 cell line. Moreover, we identified 14 differentially expressed genes, eight downregulated (WNT10A, 
ITGA2, BMP7, DLL1, PPP2R2B, SOX9, BMP4 and DUSP6) and six upregulated (LTBP1, TMPRSS2, RASAL1, PAX8, IL6R 
and TLRB2) in HCB-514 when compared to HaCaT cell line. Therefore, these results may be useful to better understanding 
of CC progression and the role of these microRNAs in this process. 

Keywords:
Cervical Cancer, microRNA, gene expression, human cervical cell line

Functional analysis of microRNAs using a panel of cervical cancer cell lines

Rhafaela Lima Causin1, Marcela Rosa Nunes1, Ana Julia Aguiar de Freitas1, Ana Carolina Carvalho1, Laura Cristina Sichero2, Luiza Lina Villa2, 

Rui Manuel Vieira Reis1, Viviane Aline Oliveira Silva1, Márcia Maria Chiquitelli Marques1,3 . 

1Molecular Oncology Research Center, Barretos Cancer Hospital, Barretos, Brazil. 
2Molecular Biology Laboratory, Center for Translational Research in Oncology, Instituto do Cancer do Estado de Sao Paulo - ICESP, São Paulo, Brazil. 
3Barretos School of Health Sciences, Dr. Paulo Prata – FACISB, Barretos, SP, Brazil.
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Background:
Multiple myeloma (MM) is characterized by proliferation of neoplastic plasma cells in the bone marrow (BM). Crosstalk 
between myeloma and immune cells within the BM niche through tumour cell-derived extracellular vesicles (EVs) has been 
implicated in MM pathogenesis and progression. 

Methods:
MOPC315.BM, a MM cell line with tropism for BM transfected to express green fluorescent protein (GFP), was injected 
into immunocompetent Balb/C mice. When paralysis of hind limbs occurred, mice were sacrified and BM immune cells 
analysed by flow cytometry. MOPC315.BM-derived EVs were isolated, fluorescently labelled and injected into mice. BM 
infiltration was assessed by histology and magnetic resonance imaging and correlated with immune changes and tumour 
load. 

Results:
MOPC315.BM cells induced paralysis (median of 25days) and BM analysis showed tumour infiltration. GFP+ cells were 
present, confirming disease manifestation was induced by myeloma cells. Characterization of BM microenvironment 
showed a ten-fold increase in PD-L1+CD206+ expressing macrophages in mice injected with MOPC315.BM cells versus 
controls (p=0.0159). In the lymphoid compartment there was a significantly higher expression of PD-1+ T cells, evidence 
of cell exhaustion. Uptake of MOPC315.BM-derived EVs by myeloid cells and a change in lymphoid cells’ towards a more 
immunossupressive phenotype was identified, revealing their involvement in immune niche modifications. 

Conclusion:
Our results show that myeloid cells can promote tumour evasion within the BM microenvironment. This suggests that 
targeted immunotherapies tackling myeloid cells may be successful. Moreover, the presence of MM-derived EVs seems 
related to immunossupression and could be translated to the clinical setting as potential novel MM biomarker.

Immunosuppressive bone marrow microenvironment via extracellular 

vesicles in multiple myeloma

Raquel Lopes1, Joana Caetano1,2, Filipa Barahona1, Bruna Velosa Ferreira1, Jácome Toste1, Catarina Ventura1, Emilie Carneiro1, 

Bruno Costa-Silva3, Cristina João1,2  

1 Lymphoma and Myeloma Research Programme, Champalimaud Foundation; 
2 HematoOncolology Unit, Champalimaud Foundation; 
3 Systems Oncology, Champalimaud Foundation
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Hypoxia plays a key role in tumors, leading to advanced but dysfunctional vascularization, potentially resulting in cell 
mobility and metastasis. This state alters the metabolism of cancer cells and may contribute to resistance to therapy. Recent 
studies suggested that TRIB1, TRIB2 and TRIB3, which belong to the family of the Tribbles proteins pseudokinases, are 
also independently related to treatment resistance in different cancers, such as multiple myeloma, glioma, melanoma, and 
acute promyelocytic leukemia. To uncover Tribbles putative involvement in the drug resistance that occurs in hypoxia, we 
decided to investigate whether TRIBs are modulated by hypoxia, by collecting gene expression data available at the GEO 
profiles database (NCBI). Relative expression and statistical analysis were performed using Excel and GraphPad Prism 8. 
The expression of vascular endothelial growth factor VEGFA was used as positive control in hypoxia. Five gene data set 
(GDS) profiles were obtained and analyzed, corresponding to 4 independent investigations, comprising cancer samples 
subjected to different hypoxic conditions. In response to hypoxia, TRIB1 expression increased 48% and 23% in samples of 
MCF7 breast cancer (p=0,043) and A549 alveolar adenocarcinoma (p=0,015) cell lines, respectively. TRIB2 levels also 
increased in hypoxic MCF7 breast cancer cells (67% increase, p=0,05). The expression of TRIB3 in hypoxia increased 
significantly in 786-O renal carcinoma, after overexpression of VHL (18% increase, p=0,02), and in breast cancer (2-fold 
increase, p=0,014). Globally, our results suggest that there is modulation of the Tribbles family members expression in 
hypoxic conditions, which could be involved in the therapy resistance phenotype.
EVs seems related to immunossupression and could be translated to the clinical setting as potential novel MM biomarker.

Modulation of the Tribbles family members through hypoxia

Miriam F. Varela1, Wolfgang Link1, Bibiana I. Ferreira1, Ana Luísa De Sousa-Coelho1 
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A via de sinalização do mTOR encontra-se hiperactivada em cerca de 70% dos cancros humanos. Têm sido desenvolvidos 
vários inibidores desta via de sinalização, cuja aplicação clínica está limitada nomeadamente devido à falta de inibição 
total da via do mTOR e à co-inibição de outras proteínas-alvo que esses inibidores induzem. Como consequência, estes 
inibidores induzem efeitos secundários exacerbados. Desta forma torna-se fundamental desenvolver um inibidor que 
seja totalmente específico para o mTOR e que proporcione uma inibição completa desta proteína. Este estudo propõe 
utilizar um morfolino, um análogo de DNA, que se liga de forma específica a um RNAalvo com o qual é complementar, 
bloqueando a ligação ou passagem de proteínas. Desta forma pretendemos construir um morfolino complementar ao 
mRNA do mTOR, no sentido de inibir a sua tradução e assim restringir a hiperactivação da via de sinalização do mTOR. 
Ao testar a eficácia deste morfolino em linhas celulares e modelos de murganhos de cancro gástrico iremos conseguir 
predizer o efeito deste inibidor em humanos.

Nova terapia para cancro:

Potencial inibidor da via de sinalização mTOR em células tumorais

Marques-Ramos A1,2,
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Introduction:
Prostate cancer (PCa) is the second most common malignancy among men and 30% of the patients will progress to a 
castration-resistant prostate cancer (CRPC). CRPC presents several epigenetic alterations, being DNA hypermethylation 
and histone modifications the most studied. Several epigenetic enzymes are responsible for the referred processes, 
specifically, DNMT1 and G9a/EHMT2, which are overexpressed in CRPC. Moreover, in 2006, Estève et al reported 
that these enzymes work together during DNA replication. Consequently, targeting both G9a and DNMT1 could be a 
promising tool for CRPC treatment. 

Aim:
Assess the phenotypic responses of different PCa (DU145, PC-3, LNCaP) and non-malignant cell lines (RWPE, WPMY-1) 
to CM-272, which is a dual small and reversible inhibitor against methyltransferase activity of G9a and DNMT1. 

Methods:
To verify if DNMT1 and G9a are overexpressed in CRPC, an immunohistochemistry was performed. Afterwards all the 
cell lines of interest were treated with CM-272. The effect of this Epi-Drug on cell viability, proliferation and apoptosis was 
evaluated using resazurin viability assay, BrdU assay and ApoPercentage™ assay. 

Results:
We detected a significant higher expression of both DNMT1 and G9a in CRPC, when compared to localized PCa tissues. 
Furthermore, DU145, PC-3 and LNCaP cell lines treated with CM-272 depicted reduced cell viability and proliferation 
alongside with increased apoptosis, in a 2 dose-dependent manner. Additionally, this Epi-Drug display no significant 
influence on cell viability and proliferation in the non-malignant cell lines. 

Discussion/Conclusion:
Our findings support the hypothesis that the dual inhibition of DNMT1 and G9a constitutes a promising approach for 
CRPC management.

Epi-Drugs: Effect on PCa cell lines
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Introduction:
Breast cancer (BC) is the second most commonly diagnosed cancer worldwide and the main cause of cancer-related 
death in women. The current therapeutic options to treat these patients are not sufficiently effective and present several 
limitations. Thus, the search for new anti-BC agents is of urgent demand. Chromenes are privileged scaffolds in medicinal 
chemistry and therefore considered promising anticancer drugs.

Material and methods:
The potential of the synthetized chromenesto decrease cell viability and to inhibit several cancer aggressiveness features 
were assessed using different BC cell lines (MCF-7, Hs578t and MDA-MB-231). In vivo toxicity was also investigated using 
the C. elegans model. 

Results:
The results suggest that this family of compounds has a promising anticancer profile, with enhanced activity for the luminal 
cancer subtype (MCF-7). The newly synthesized compounds presented higher cytotoxicity for malignant cells than for non-
neoplastic cells(MCF10A), in general with good selectivity index. The most promising compounds were able to inhibit cell 
proliferation, induce cell cycle arrest, apoptosis and microtubule destabilization for MCF-7 cell line. These compounds 
were also evaluated for their in vivo toxicity profile and no adverse effect was detected. 

Conclusions:
In general, the results suggest that these new compounds are promising candidates for the treatment of this type of cancer, 
demonstrating a high activity and specificity.

Characterization of the biological activity of functionalized 

chromeno[2,3-b]pyridines for breast cancer treatment

Sofia Oliveira-Pintoa,b,1, Olívia Pontes,a,b,1, Diogo Lopesc,1, Belém Sampaio-Marques a,b, Marta D. Costaa,b, Luísa Carvalhoa,b , Céline S. 
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Neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NACT) is the treatment option for locally advanced breast cancer (BC), though half of the 
patients have no response. Thus, there is an urgent need to find NACT-response biomarkers and alternative therapies 
for non-responders. Tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs), especially cytotoxic T cells (CTLs) were appointed as possible 
biomarkers; nonetheless, tumors can dampen CTLs’ antitumor activity. HLA-DR (a T cell activation marker) should reflect 
their immune status. We reported HLA-DRhighCTLs as a highly sensitive and specific (94.12%, 100%) biomarker of BC 
patients’ response to NACT, assessed in fresh biopsies and blood1 . Aiming to find alternative therapies, we established 
3D co-cultures of two BC cell lines and patient-derived immune cells (PBMCs) as a platform for drug screening2 . Currently, 
HLA-DRhighCTLs are being validated in a second cohort of patients and a predictive probability model was developed. 
Additionally, HLA-DRhighCTLs was the only significant variable to predict NACT-response (p=0.001, OR=1.78); 
independently of patients’ age, BC subtype and percentage of other TILs’ subsets. A 3-years follow-up demonstrated that 
patients with HLA-DRlowCTLs had a reduced progression-free survival (p=0.048, HR=0.37). In vitro assays showed that 
the percentage of HLA-DRhighCTLs in NACT-non-responders’ PBMCs (NR) was increased by either PMA/ionomycin or 
by T cell receptor stimulation. Interestingly, we observed that stimulated NR were able to reduce the viability of BC cells 
in co-culture, as opposite to nonstimulated NR (p<0.001). This effect was potentiated with the addition of doxorubicin 
(NACT drug, p<0.0001).
Therefore, besides their utility as a new predictive biomarker of response to NACT, HLA-DRhighCTLs could have therapeutic 
potential.

1 – Saraiva DP et al (2018) Front Immunol, doi=10.3389/fimmu.2018.02605 2 – Saraiva DP et al (2020) Front Oncol, 
doi=10.3389/fonc.2020.01543

HLA-DRhigh cytotoxic T cells as a validated and independent predictive 

biomarker of breast cancer response to treatment and as a potential 

therapeutic approach
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Introduction:
Antioxidant capacity of cancer cells is involved in resistance to chemotherapy, including in Acute Myeloid Leukaemia 
(AML), an aggressive hematologic cancer. 3-bromopyruvate (3-BP) is an anticancer agent that induces energy depletion, 
oxidative stress and antagonizes glycolytic metabolism in different tumours. 3-BP can be metabolized through glutathione 
(GSH), a natural antioxidant defence against free radicals and drug effects. So, our aim is to boost chemotherapy in AML 
cells, by pre-treating AML cells with a non-toxic concentration of 3-BP. 

Material/Method:
KG-1 and MOLM13 cells were exposed to different concentrations of 3-BP for 16h. 3-BP effect was evaluated on cell 
viability (Trypan Blue/MTS assay), apoptosis/necrosis (AnnexinV/PI). We also assessed mitochondrial activity and 
reactive oxygen species (ROS) levels by flow cytometry and GSH levels by colorimetric kit. AML cells were pre-treated 
with 3-BP (5µM) followed by different concentrations of daunorubicin (DNR) and cytarabine (Ara-C) for 48h. IC50 values 
were calculated with GraphPad Prism5 software. Results are presented as normalized mean ±SD, from at least three 
independent experiments.

Results/Conclusions:
Pre-treatment with a non-toxic concentration 3-BP (5µM) sensitized AML cells to DNR and Ara-C, decreasing their 
IC50values. This low concentration of 3-BP decreased mitochondrial activity in KG1 cells and increased ROS levels in 
MOLM13 cells. 3-BP treatment also increased oxidized GSH with decreased free-reduced GSH in AML cells. In both cell 
lines, 3-BP treatment decreased glucose consumption, but did not alter extracellular lactate. These results suggest that low 
concentrations of 3-BP boost the effect of chemotherapy in AML cells by decreasing cancer cell antioxidant defences.

3-bromopyruvate boosts the effect of chemotherapy in acute myeloid 

leukaemia by reducing cell antioxidant defence
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With a 5-year survival rate of 40%, ovarian cancer (OvC) is the most lethal gynecologic malignancy. Although patients 
initially respond to the standard-of-care (SOC) chemotherapy (carboplatin and paclitaxel), recurrence occurs in almost 
all cases mainly due to chemoresistance, which has been associated with tumor microenvironment (TME) traits. We 
developed tumor-derived models that retained the TME components for at least a month, much longer than the 72h 
traditionally described for ex vivo models. The patient-derived explants (PDEs) were established from tumor tissue obtained 
from OvC patients. Here, our goal was to implement drug response assays based on PDE cultures. Fresh tumor specimens 
were mechanically dissociated into ~1mm2 fragments and cultured under orbital agitation. PDE cultures from different 
OvC subtypes were challenged weekly with the SOC drug combination, carboplatin and paclitaxel, or the single agents, 
over 2 weeks. Cell death was longitudinally evaluated by measuring LDH leakage in culture medium; tumor/stroma ratio 
by H&E and proliferation and apoptosis by IHC. OvC-PDEs from all main malignant subtypes had 80% cell viability after 
30 days in culture. PDEs also retained the original tumor architecture and main cellular components, namely epithelial 
cells and fibroblasts for this period. The first drug cycle was the most effective for most of the cases. Carboplatin induced 
the lowest response, followed by paclitaxel and the combination, the latter presents the highest variability among cases. 
Overall, OvC-PDEs cultures preserved the original tumor architecture and intratumoral heterogeneity for at least one month 
and are suitable substrates for evaluation of drug efficacy.

An ex vivo ovarian cancer platform to explore drug response at 

individual patient level
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Lung cancer is one of the most fatal cancers worldwide1 . Resistance to conventional therapies remains a hindrance for 
patient’s treatment. Therefore, the development of more effective anti-cancer drugs is imperative. Solid tumors exhibit 
a hyperglycolytic phenotype, leading to an enhanced lactate production and, consequently, its extrusion to the tumor 
microenvironment2 . Previous published results revealed CD147-/- reduced lactate export in lung cancer cells and 
sensitized them to phenformin, a mitochondrial inhibitor, leading to a drastic decrease in cell growth in vitro and tumor 
growth in vivo3 . In this study, we envision the development of CD147-targeting liposomes (LUVs) carrying phenformin 
and the evaluation of their efficacy to eliminate lung cancer cells. We evaluated the therapeutic effect of both phenformin 
and anti-CD147 antibody as well as the efficacy of functionalized LUVs on A549 and H292 2D and 3D-cell growth and 
proliferation, and on cancer cell metabolism, migration and invasion. Our data revealed that phenformin decreased 
2D and 3D-cancer cell growth. The antibody against CD147 reduced cell migration and invasion. Importantly, CD147-
targeting LUVs carrying phenformin were internalized by cancer cells and impaired 2D and 3D-cancer cell growth and 
proliferation. Overall, these results provided convincing evidences that CD147-targeting LUVs carrying phenformin could 
compromise lung cancer cell behavior. 1. Siegel R, et al. CA Cancer J Clin. 2011;61(4):212-36. 2. Pinheiro C, et al. J 
Bioenerg Biomembr. 2012;44(1):127-39. 3. Granja S, et al. Oncotarget. 2015;6(9):6708–21.

Disruption of cancer cell metabolism using targeted drug delivery 

systems”
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Introduction:
Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) is the most frequent and aggressive malignant brain tumour, with a poor prognosis despite 
available surgical and radiochemotherapy, rising the necessity for searching alternative therapies. Several preclinical 
studies evaluating the efficacy of cannabinoids in animal models of GBM have been described, but the diversity of 
experimental conditions and of outcomes hindered definitive conclusions about cannabinoids efficacy. 

Material and Methods:
A search on different databases (Pubmed, Web of Science, Scopus and SciELO) was conducted to systematically identify 
publications evaluating the effects of cannabinoids in murine xenografts models of GBM. The tumour volume and number 
of animals were extracted, and a random effects meta-analysis of these results was performed to estimate the efficacy of 
cannabinoids. The impact of different experimental factors and publication bias on the efficacy of cannabinoids was also 
assessed. 

Results:
Nine publications, which satisfied the inclusion criteria were identified, and subdivided in 22 studies involving 301 
animals. Overall, cannabinoid therapy reduced the fold of increase in tumour volume in animal models of GBM, when 
compared with untreated controls. The overall weighted standardized difference in means (WSDM) for the effect of 
cannabinoids was -1.399 (95% CI: -1.900 to -0.898; P-value. Furthermore, treatment efficacy was observed for different 
types of cannabinoids, alone or in combination, and for different treatment durations. Cannabinoid therapy was still 
effective after correcting for publication bias.

Conclusions:
The results indicate that cannabinoids reduce the tumour growth in animal models of GBM, even after accounting for 
publication bias. 

The effects of cannabinoids on glioblastoma: results from a meta-

analysis of animal models studies
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Introduction:
Low-grade gliomas (LGG) represent the most common subtype of Central Nervous System solid tumors (CNS-t) in pediatric 
age. After oncological therapy, many pediatric LGG patients remain with a measurable residual lesion (RL). Growth 
hormone (GH) deficiency is the most prevalent endocrine complication in these patients. However, the impact of GH 
therapy in RL progression is unclear. This study explores the effect of GH therapy in the proliferation of LGG cell models 
and RL progression.

Material and Methods:
Cell proliferation was assessed using two LGG cell models, treated with GH and IGF1. Pediatric CNS-t (n=242) were 
analyzed: 43 were LGG with RL (18 received GH and 25 did not). MRI were reviewed throughout the patients’ follow-up 
to compare RL progression. IGF1R expression was evaluated in 24 LGG with RL through immunohistochemical analysis.

Results and conclusions:
No differences were observed in the proliferation of both LGG models treated with distinct GH and IGF1 concentrations. 
LGG patients with RL treated with GH showed a similar progression rate to those who were not submitted to GH therapy 
(p=0.23). When analyzing the IGF1R expression, 11 tumors presented high expression, 12 moderate and 1 low. No 
differences were detected between the GH treated and non-treated groups (p=0.31). From patients with high IGF1R 
expression (n=11), 6 received GH therapy but only one had tumor progression. Accordingly, GH therapy does not 
promote cell proliferation or RL progression. This pioneering study suggests that GH administration is safe for treating 
children with GH deficiency who remain with RL.

The effect of growth hormone therapy in patients with residual lesion 

of pediatric low-grade gliomas – In vitro and clinical data
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Abstract Introduction:
Gliomas are the most common lethal brain tumors in adults, with efficient therapies virtually non-existent. PIK3CA mutations 
arise as potential therapeutic targets, described as early constitutive events in glioma. Here, we clarified the clinical 
relevance of PIK3CA mutations in glioma molecular subgroups and the effect of PI3Kα pharmacological inhibition in 
PIK3CA mutated glioma cell models. 

Material and Methods:
PIK3CA mutations in exons 10 and 21 were evaluated in 394 adult glioma samples from IPOLFG and 567 glioblastoma 
(GBM) samples from TCGA. Correlation with immune infiltrates was determined using TIMER. Clonogenic, migration and 
invasion assays were performed using immortalized human astrocytes and GBM cell line U87MG, transfected to contain 
E545K and H1047R mutations. Cells were treated with temozolomide and BYL719, and cell viability, proliferation and 
death were assessed.

Results:
In both cohorts, PIK3CA mutation frequencies observed in GBM IDH-mutant and GBM IDH-wildtype were similar (IPOLFG: 
9% and 3%; TCGA: 8% and 2%). Additionally, PIK3CA molecular alterations were not independent prognostic factors. 
In vitro results suggest that H1047R mutation might induce a more aggressive phenotype. Glioma recurrences showed 
that these alterations are maintained during glioma progression independently of the therapy administered. Immune-
microenvironment could contribute to this phenotype since CD8+ T cell infiltration increased in PIK3CA mutated low-grade 
gliomas. 

Conclusions:
These results highlight PIK3CA as a promising therapeutic target. Currently, we are analyzing the effect of PI3Kα inhibition 
in PIK3CA mutated glioma cell models. In the future, we plan to evaluate how PIK3CA mutations could alter tumor 
microenvironment to promote glioma aggressiveness.

PIK3CA activating mutations: from clinical impact in glioma molecular 

subgroups to targeted inhibition in glioma cell models
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Introduction:
Alterations in the protein quality control (PQC) network are associated with breast cancer (BC) progression and endocrine 
therapy resistance. Since cell stress causes protein aggregation, we hypothesized that protein aggregates could be used 
as predictive markers to identify endocrine therapy resistant BC.

Material and Methods:
Endocrine therapy-sensitive (MCF7 and T47D) or resistant (MCF7R and T47DR) BC cells were treated with 17β-estradiol, 
4-hydroxytamoxifen (TAM) or ICI 182 780 (ICI) for 24h. LC-MS/MS identified proteins in whole cell soluble and insoluble 
fractions. Western blotting and immunocytochemistry analysis were used to assess protein expression levels and patterns.

Results:
Different protein aggregation patterns can be used to identify endocrine therapyresponse of BC cells and human BC 
tumors. LC-MS/MS analysis of the aggregated proteins obtained after TAM or ICI treatment, identified essential estrogen 
receptor alpha co-activators, PQC proteins and essential stress response proteins in sensitive cells. Conclusions: Unique 
proteins are significantly more aggregated in sensitive cells after endocrine therapy. The evaluation of protein aggregates 
can disclose biological pathways with significance for the resolution of proteotoxic stress that could be targeted to 
enhance the response to endocrine treatment in addition to its potential predictive value.: 

Protein aggregation and hormone-related cancers: a novel approach 

to improve diagnosis and overcome endocrine therapy resistance?
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Background:
Breast cancer is characterized by genetic and epigenetic changes. When diagnosed early higher are the chances of cure. 
Our study aims to identify gene expression signatures of breast tumors in early and advanced stages using an immuno-
oncological panel and correlate them with clinical and epidemiological characteristics. 

Methods:
88 samples of frozen tumor tissue from breast cancer patients were selected in different molecular subtypes in staging I, 
II and III. Total RNA was obtained using an automated platform QIASymphony (Qiagen) with QIASymphony RNA Mini 
Kit (Qiagen) following the manufacturer’s instructions. Only samples with higher quality analyzed by Qubit (Thermo 
Scientific) were used to NanoString platform. We used nCounter Breast Cancer 360 panel with 776 immunooncological 
genes. The results were collected by nSolverAnalysis Software v2.6® program (NanoString Technologies), normalized 
and analyzed by the statistical-mathematical program R (R-project v3.2.1; The R Foundation, Vienna, Austria). 

Results:
Our results showed specific signatures correlated with early stages of breast cancer. Moreover, we observed a cluster 
with 28 immuno-oncological genes whose expression is more evident in staging III in relation to the more initial stages. 

Conclusion:
Until the moment, it was possible to identify by NanoString technology a group of 28 immuno-oncological genes associated 
with the stages of breast cancer.

Molecular signatures of gene expression associated with clinical 

staging of patients with breast cancer
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Cancer development, disease progression and response to therapy are strongly influenced by tumor microenvironment 
(TME). Tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs) are abundant infiltrating immune cells, which, according to their activation 
state, may display either tumoricidal functions (inflammatory M1-like macrophages) or pro-tumorigenic functions 
(antiinflammatory M2-like macrophages). In BC, higher frequency of M2-like TAMs strongly correlated with increased 
relapse rate, poor outcome, and ER negativity. Hence, shifting TAM polarization towards an anti-tumoral M1-like 
phenotype has emerged as an attractive strategy to aid cancer treatment. To develop such immunomodulatory strategies, 
it is important to establish and characterize in vitro cellular models of TAMs. To generate TAMs in vitro, we have incubated 
human monocytes (THP-1)-derived macrophages with medium conditioned by breast cancer cells (MDA-MB-231 and 
MCF-7 cell lines), with further metabolic and phenotypic characterization. The generated TAM showed higher transcript 
levels of M2-markers (such as CD36, arginase, IL10 and TGFb), compared to uncommitted macrophages and secreted the 
anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-10, suggesting that BC-conditioned medium skew macrophages to an immunosuppressive 
M2-like phenotype. Furthermore, TAM were found to undergo several metabolic adaptations, suggesting that glycolysis 
and serine metabolism may be interesting pathways to target. The results set the basis to establish an in vitro model of 
TAM for studying how the pharmacological modulation of these pathways affects macrophage phenotype and functions.

Establishment and characterization of cellular models to study breast 

cancer-associated macrophages
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Triple negative breast cancer (CMTN) represents about 15% of all breast cancers, affects younger women, and is 
associated with tumor biology and poor prognosis, presented with clinical disease and recurrence in up to 1/3 of the 
cases in the first 3 years. Neoadjuvant chemotherapy is a treatment option, with a complete pathological response as 
a marker of good prognosis. Studies have demonstrated the potential use of miRNAs as biomarkers for prognosis and 
monitoring of response to treatment. Thus, the characterization of patients with CMTN is necessary. To identify a molecular 
signature of triple negative breast cancer in the prospective phase II study. This project is part of the clinical study started 
in 2018. This is a prospective, phase II, randomized study for neoadjuvant chemotherapy with Anthracyclines and 
Taxanes or for neoadjuvant chemotherapy with Anthracyclines and Carboplatin associated with the purpose of evaluating 
or expressing the profile of miRNAs among patients diagnosed with complete pathology versus those with patients with 
residual disease. Our perspective is to identify the expression profile of miRNAs related to different molecular subtypes 
of CMTN, allow greater knowledge and respect the genetic-molecular bases of this disease, monitor the monitoring in 
biopsy or use during standard treatment, associated or not carboplatin. To date, we have observed that the patients 
included in the study have an average age of 47 years, 56% with pre-menopausal status, 33% with IIB staging and 55% 
with histological grade III. Surgery was performed on 86 patients, with 31.40% of complete pathological response.

Molecular signature of patients with triple negative breast cancer with 

residual disease versus patients with complete pathological response 

after neoadjuvant chemotherapy
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Tumor associated angiogenesis supports the delivery of oxygen and nutrients to the tumor needed to sustain cancer cell 
survival, tumor growth and disease progression. The generation of a pro-angiogenic tumor microenvironment promotes 
the hyperactivation of endothelial cells (ECs) and the tumoral angiogenic switch. The tumor vasculature is composed by a 
fragile and permeable vessels network, which enables cancer cell intravasation and metastasis. 
The pro-oxidant tumor microenvironment is known as an active player in the activation of the angiogenic switch. However, 
the role of ferroptosis on angiogenesis activated by the generation of lipid peroxides, was not explored so far.
Using human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) as an in vitro model of angiogenesis, we showed that erastin (an 
activator of ferroptosis) promotes HUVECs proliferation and migration, accounting for vessel-like structures formation, 
though presenting gaps in VE-Cadherin tight junctions. Erastin also increases ICAM expression in HUVECs, augmenting 
the cancer cells adhesion capacity to HUVECs. These cell features where accompanied by typical of ferroptosis hallmarks 
including increased reactive oxygen species generation, glutathione depletion and lipids peroxides accumulation.
Together, the results revealed that a ferroptosis-like mechanism promotes the hyperactivation of ECs and the angiogenic 
switch with leakier vessel-like structures, which recapitulates the formation of the unstable tumor neovasculature that favors 
cancer cells dissemination and metastasis. 

Oxidative stress-driven ferroptosis potentiates tumor angiogenesis
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Dysregulated lipid metabolism contributes to malignancy in many types of cancer, including breast. During metabolic stress 
conditions, cancer cells show an augmented reliance on de novo biosynthesis and exogenous fatty acids (FA) uptake to 
support their proliferation. FA that are taken up exogenously are incorporated into triglycerides, forming the lipid droplets, 
which derive from the endoplasmic reticulum. Lipid droplet accumulation is common in cancer and favours cell survival, 
aggressiveness and resistance to therapy. We previously showed that high FATP1 (FA transport protein 1) expression 
correlated with lower overall survival and relapse-free survival times in breast cancer patients. We also verified that FATP1 
concentrated in the nuclear/perinuclear region in breast cancer sections. In this work, we explored the role of FATP1 in 
the endoplasmic reticulum and whether there was an association between FATP1 expression and the accumulation of lipid 
droplets. By immunofluorescence and using cell lines, we showed that FATP1 expression was higher in triple negative 
breast cancer cells (TNBC), MDA-MB-231 and HCC-1806, and colocalized with the endoplasmic reticulum marker 
calnexin, while the same was not observed in luminal A (MCF7) and luminal B (BT-474) breast cancer cells. In addition, 
we verified that TNBC showed a higher content of lipid droplets using Nile red staining, accompanied by increased rates 
of cell proliferation and migration, comparing with luminal cancer cells. In conclusion, FATP1 expression and lipid droplet 
levels are higher in triple negative than in luminal subtypes of breast carcinoma and may be related with high proliferative 
rates.

Endoplasmic reticulum FATP1 expression and lipid droplets 

accumulation as putative prognosis markers in breast cancer
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Renal cell carcinoma is the most common type of kidney cancer. Identifying more effective treatments remains fundamental 
in limiting this disease. Phenolic compounds have shown promising anticancer properties, however, their impact on renal 
cancer is not completely established. Thus, our goal was to preliminarily evaluate the potential anticancer effects of four 
phenolic compounds: ferulic, caffeic and p-coumaric acids and rutin, towards 786-O human renal cancer cells. The 
impact of the studied compounds (0-250 µM; 48 h) on cell viability was evaluated in 786-O renal cells, using the MTT 
assay. The effect of rutin (50 µM; 48 h) in 786-O cells cycle distribution was studied by assessing the cell DNA content. 
The impact of rutin on cell viability of normal Vero kidney cells was also studied. MTT results showed that, while the 
phenolic acids did not show cytotoxic effects, rutin caused a significant decrease in 786-O cells viability. Hence, further 
studies were performed with rutin and results showed that the exposure to this compound induced an increase in sub-G1 
population of 786-O cells. Rutin also showed higher cytotoxicity to renal cancer cells compared with normal kidney cells. 
Results revealed that rutin was the compound with the most promising anticancer effects against 786-O human renal cells. 
Nevertheless, further studies should be conducted to evaluate the underlying anticancer mechanisms of rutin. 

Anticancer Activity of Phenolic compounds on Human Renal Cancer Cells
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The severity of gliomas is closely associated with its ability to spread and invade to other tissues. Members of the ion 
channel Transmembrane BAX Inhibitor-1 Motif-containing (TMBIM) family proteins, can disturb cellular processes known 
to participate in the promotion of cancer. These include apoptosis resistance, promotion of cell invasion and changes in 
metabolic status. We hypothesise that these proteins might impact Glioma progression. Bioinformatics analysis (TCGA 
and IVY GAP) was used to investigate the levels of TMBIM1-6 mRNA in gliomas and how these levels correlate with 
the survival of patients. Significant upregulation of TMBIM4 and 6 mRNA was found in low-grade gliomas (LGG) and 
glioblastoma (GB). High levels of TMBIM1 (HR: 3,9) and 4 (HR: 3,2) expression in tumour cells associates with a 
significant reduction in the survival of LGG patients. The IVY GAP laser dissected GB tissues confirmed the increased levels 
of TMBIM4 mRNA in GB. The impact of TMBIM4 knock-down was assessed using U87-MG cells as an in vitro model. 
Reduction of TMBIM4 expression induced a strong inhibition of cell invasion (~4 fold) without affecting cell viability, 
morphology or cell attachment. Ongoing studies aim at evaluating the effect of hGAAP in 3D invasion models, in vivo 
invasion, apoptosis, metabolism and intracellular ROS accumulation. These data will provide important clues about the 
possible cellular mechanisms responsible for the observed impact on patient survival rates. TMBIM4 and 1 are promising 
putative markers for glioma progression and may constitute novel druggable targets to be explored for anti-cancer 
therapeutic strategies.

Effect of TMBIM family members in glioma
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Macrophages influence pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) therapy response, possibly through extracellular vesicles 
(EVs). We aimed to understand the impact of EVs released by macrophages on PDAC cellular response to gemcitabine 
(GEM) and to identify novel targets for therapeutic intervention. EVs released by polarized pro- or anti-inflammatory 
macrophages, derived from human healthy blood donors, were isolated by differential centrifugation. Response to GEM 
was analyzed in PDAC cells co-cultured with EVs, by SRB assay. EV’s protein cargo was assessed by proteomic analysis. 
Potential therapeutic target candidates were confirmed using human recombinant proteins (rh) or pharmacological 
inhibitors. Tissue samples from PDAC and healthy non-pathological tissues were immunohistochemically stained for the 
identified proteins and CD68 (macrophage lineage marker). The association of the candidates expression with PDAC 
patients overall survival was assessed using the Cancer Genome Atlas. Large EVs shed by polarized macrophages 
decreased BxPC3 cell sensitivity to GEM. Proteomic analysis identified Chitinase 3-like-1 (CHI3L1) and Fibronectin 1 (FN) 
as proteins possibly responsible for that effect. EVs, rhCHI3L1 and rhFN induced GEM resistance, through activation of the 
ERK pathway. Pentoxifylline and pirfenidone (CHI3L1 and FN1 inhibitors, respectively) increased PDAC cell sensitivity to 
GEM. CHI3L1 and FN1 were found expressed in PDAC stroma samples, associated to the presence of macrophages, with 
no relevant expression in healthy pancreas. Strikingly, an association between CHI3L1 and FN1 gene expression with 
PDAC patients overall survival, GEM response and macrophage infiltration was found. This work highlights the relevance 
of EVs shed by human macrophages to GEM response and identified CHI3L1 and FN1 as potential therapeutic targets 
in PDAC.

The impact of extracellular vesicles cargo released by human 
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Introduction:
The brain is the most common site of first metastasis for patients with human epidermal growth factor 2 (HER2)-positive 
breast cancer, which occurs through a complex multistep process, requiring alterations at the blood-brain barrier (BBB), the 
gate-keeper of the brain where endothelial cell (ECs) are the main components. A significative increase of neurosecretory 
protein VGF was detected in the secretome of MDA-MB-231 HER2 positive (231-BR-HER2) cells, which led us to investigate 
the role of this peptide in EC monolayers dysfunction.

Material and methods:
Human brain vascular hCMEC/D3 ECs were exposed to conditioned mediums (CMs) collected from 231-BR-HER2 cells 
and VGF siRNA knock-down 231-BR-HER2 CM. EC monolayers integrity was assessed by measuring the flux of the dye 
4-kDa FITC-dextran across ECs and the transendothelial electrical resistance (TEER).

Results:
CM obtained from 231-BR-HER2 cells caused a significant increase in EC monolayer permeability to the dye and a 
decrease in TEER values. These effects were significantly reverted when EC monolayers where exposed to VGF siRNA 
knock-down 231-BR-HER2 CM. TLQP-21 is a VGF-derived peptide that binds to the complement 3a receptor 1 (C3aR1) 
expressed in brain ECs. The exposure of EC monolayers to exogenous TLQP-21 peptide caused a similar endothelial 
permeability compared to 231-BR-HER2 CM, an effect that was abolished in the presence of C3aR antagonist.

Conclusion:
In sum, these results indicate that VGF-derived peptide TLQP-21 promotes functional alterations in EC monolayers, 
highlighting the potential interest of this peptide as a therapeutic target to brain metastasis.

The VGF-derived peptide TLQP-21 released by breast cancer cells 

promotes the loss of brain endothelial cell monolayer integrity
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Introduction:
The outcome of patients with metastatic melanoma has improved with targeted therapies, BRAF and MEK inhibitors, 
nevertheless, tumors ultimately develop resistance. SPINT2 is a serine protease inhibitor, functioning as a tumor suppressor 
in various solid tumors, including melanoma. HGF secretion is a described resistance mechanism to BRAF inhibitors, 
and SPINT2 has a role in regulating HGF activation. Additionally, HGF activates MET receptor and, therefore, MET 
inhibitors may play a role in overcoming this resistance in combination with BRAF inhibitors. Therefore, to evaluate SPINT2 
functional role and therapeutic potential in melanoma are the main objectives of this work. 

Material and Methods:
Stable transfectants of melanoma cell lines (A375/ WM9) to overexpress SPINT2 were produced. SPINT2 role was 
evaluated by different functional studies using two- and three-dimensional cell culture models. SPINT2 influence in in vivo 
tumor growth and angiogenesis was evaluated by CAM assay. Also, melanoma cell lines sensitivity to BRAF, MEK and 
MET inhibitors was evaluated through MTS assay.

Results and conclusions:
Overall, our results suggest that SPINT2 overexpression is related to a less aggressive melanoma phenotype, in vivo and 
in vitro. Moreover, it seems to influence the therapeutic response to BRAF, MEK and MET inhibitors, in melanoma cells, 
demonstrating a potential value as a therapeutic biomarker for melanoma patients.

SPINT2 role and therapeutic influence in Melanoma
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Introduction:
Breast cancer (BC) is the most frequent type of malignancy in women and its incidence has been increasing over the years. 
Thus, many efforts have been made to discover new effective and safe therapies. Medicinal chemists have been using 
natural compounds as inspiration for the design of new drug candidates, leading to improved compounds. 

Materials and methods:
New compounds were synthesized using innovative experimental methods. The antiproliferative potential of the synthetized 
molecules and several cancer aggressiveness features were investigated using different BC cell lines (MCF-7, Hs578t and 
MDAMB-468). In vivo toxicity was studied using C. elegans and mouse models. In vivo efficacy study was performed 
using the Chick Chorioallantoic Membrane (CAM) assay. 

Results:
These compounds were isolated in good yields and the experimental procedure allowed a variable substitution pattern. 
Promising IC50 values were obtained (nM), associated to excellent selectivity index towards non-neoplastic breast cells 
(MCF-10A). These compounds inhibited cell migration, arrested cell cycle in G2/M phase and induced apoptosis for 
both MCF7 and Hs578t cell lines, results confirmed by expression of key apoptosis markers by Western blot. The in vivo 
toxicity results showed that the compounds were well-tolerated and safe, even at high concentrations. Tumor regression 
was observed in the CAM assay, with recession of the tumor vasculature. 

Conclusions:
The present study provides evidence for the effectiveness and safety of new drug candidates for breast cancer treatment. 
Ultimately, we hope to translate the results into the clinics, helping to improve the efficacy and safety of existing therapies.

Unravelling the anticancer potential of novel compounds for breast 

cancer therapy
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Introduction:
The lungs are the most common sites of osteosarcoma (OS) metastases. Primary tumours release soluble factors and 
extracellular vesicles (EV) that play an important role in modulation of the pre-metastatic niche (PMN) at distant organs. 
Herein, we intend to explore the effect of OS cells-derived secretome on endothelial cell monolayers, lung architecture and 
stromal fibroblasts during the PMN formation in the lung.
 
Material and methods:
Swiss nu/nu mice were treated with the secretome of a metastatic 143B OS cell line. Lung samples were collected and 
processed for histopathological analysis, scanning electron microscopy and isolation of fibroblasts for further molecular 
characterization by immunofluorescence. The effects of the secretome in endothelial dysfunction was tested in cultured 
human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) monolayers, by measuring transendothelial electric resistance (TEER) and 
permeability of the 10 kDa rhodamine B isothiocyanate-dextran probe.

Results:
OS cells-derived secretome caused an increase in the permeability and a concomitant decrease in TEER of HUVECs 
monolayer. Lung fibroblasts from secretome-treated animals possess high migration ability and express high levels of 
vimentin, α-SMA and fibronectin as compared with normal fibroblasts from untreated controls. Electron microscopy analysis 
revealed profound lung structural alterations accompanied by deposition of extracellular matrix proteins fibronectin and 
collagen. 

Conclusion:
OS cells release important biomolecules in the soluble or exosomal fractions that promote endothelial cell dysfunction, 
induce alterations on resident stromal fibroblasts, and disruption of pulmonary architecture. These alterations might 
overall contribute to the creation of a supportive microenvironment favourable to lung metastasis formation. 

Osteosarcoma cells-derived secretome induce endothelial cell dysfunction 

and stroma lung damage favourable for metastasis formation
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Introduction:
Alterations of cell glycosylation, including increased expression of the truncated O-glycan sialyl-Tn (STn), are a common 
feature of gastric cancer cells that correlates with patients’ poor survival. Extracellular vesicles (EVs) are small nanoparticles 
secreted by all cells, that carry a molecular signature from the original cells. Once in circulation, they are able to mediate 
communication at a distance, representing a promising source of cancer biomarkers. In this project we aim to study the 
functional role of EVs glycosylation in cancer biology and to disclose novel potential circulating biomarkers in gastric cancer.

Materials and methods:
We used a genetically modified gastric carcinoma cell line, MKN45 SimpleCell (SC), that homogeneously overexpress STn. 
Cancer EVs were isolated from cell cultures by ultracentrifugation and characterized by transmission electron microscopy, 
nanoparticle tracking analysis and western blotting. The impact of EVs carrying STn on the cell migration capacity of 
recipient cells was assessed by co-culture assays. 

Results:
EVs were successfully isolated from gastric cancer cells and the presence of STn was only detected in both MKN45 SC 
cells and EVs. Interestingly, STn positive EVs were able to induce increased migration capacity of MKN45 WT recipient 
cells. 

Conclusions:
Premature truncation of O-glycans on gastric cancer EVs effectively promoted the transfer of aggressive features to recipient 
cells. We are currently working on the disclosure of the cargo transported by STn positive EVs to explore is impact in 
cancer progression. In the future, this knowledge will be translated to explore gastric cancer plasma EVs for biomarker 
discovery.

Exploring the impact of gastric cancer extracellular vesicles glycosylation
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Background:
Osteosarcoma (OS) is the most common primary bone tumour affecting children and adolescents and with a high propensity 
for lung metastases. A better understanding of the complex mechanisms that drive metastasis is required to identify new 
potential targets and novel therapeutics. In this respect, animal models mimicking this clinical condition constitute an important 
and useful tool in pre-clinical research. The purpose of this study was the optimization and characterization of a mouse model 
of lung metastasis from osteosarcoma, using two different approaches.

Material and Methods:
The animal model was established in Swiss nu/nu mice. A group was pre-treated with the secretome of an OS cell line for 
remodelling of the lung extracellular matrix followed by the i.v. into the tail vein of corresponding OS cells. In the second 
group, animals were inoculated with OS cells into the tail vein without pre-treatment with the OS-derived secretome. Lung 
metastasis formation was monitored by bioluminescence optical imaging. Lung lesions were collected for histopathological 
characterization.

Results:
All pre-treated animals with OS-derived secretome developed bilateral or multiple lung metastases visible at approximately 
20 days post-injection. From the untreated animals, only 50%  developed a single lung metastasis at approximately 30 days 
after cells inoculation. H&E analysis confirmed the malignancy of metastatic lesions.

Conclusions:
These results suggest that the secretome of OS cells contains important bioactive molecules that favour the colonization and 
engraftment of OS cells in the lung, highlighting the role of the premetastatic niche in lung metastasis formation.

Secretome from osteosarcoma cells promotes lung metastatic outgrowth 
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Introduction:
Lung cancer (LC) is a highly lethal disease, mostly due to chemoresistance. Metabolic remodelling is a key process for 
this phenomenon, rewiring cysteine metabolism towards H2S generation and GSH production, both associated with 
chemoresistance. Thus, it is crucial to disclose the role of the H2S-synthesizing enzymes (CBS, CSE and MST) in LC 
chemoresistance.

Materials and methods:
LC cell lines (A549, NCI-H292, PC-9) were exposed to cisplatin and cell death was analysed by flow cytometry, using 
annexin V and propidium iodide labelling. Data was further correlated with H2S levels, employing the H2S-detecting 
fluorescent probe AzMC. Expression of the H2S-synthesizing enzymes was assessed using immunofluorescence. 

Results:
A549 and PC-9 cells showed sensitivity to cisplatin and low basal levels of H2S production, with no significant changes in 
H2S levels upon exposure to CBS and CSE inhibitors. Conversely, H292 cells showed resistance to drugs and high basal 
levels of H2S, with a significant decrease in H2S levels upon exposure to CBS and CSE inhibitors. While no differences 
were observed in CBS and MST expression between the three cell lines, PC9 cells showed higher levels of CSE than A549 
and H292 cells. 

Conclusion:
These results suggest that cisplatin-resistant lung cancer cells rely more on H2S generation than cisplatin-sensitive cells, mainly 
through cysteine degradation.

H2S-synthesizing enzymes are putative determinants in lung cancer 

chemoresistance
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EGFL7 is a pro-angiogenic factor which deregulation has been related with prognosis of colorectal cancer (CRC).Our aim 
was to study the differential expression of EGFL7 in CRC in silico, and point to pathways related to this gene that can be 
related to CRC prognosis.
RSEM-normalized RNA sequencing data of colon adenocarcinoma (n=283) was acquired from TCGA. Z-score was 
calculated for EGFL7 of each patient, and EGFL7 expression was classified in low (Z-score≤-2.0), normal (Z-score between 
-2.0 and 2.0) or high (Z-score≥2.0). Overall survival was analyzed using log rank statistical analysis, with significance of 
0.05. Differentially expressed genes (DEG) of patients with high EGFL7 expression were obtained using eBayes method. 
The genes with fold change≥|2.0| and FDR≤0.05 were considered differentially expressed. DEG were submitted to GO 
enrichment and KEGG pathway analysis, and terms were considered significant when FDR≤0.05. 
A total of 12 patients presented high, 266 presented normal and 5 presented low EGFL7 expression. The patients with high 
EGFL7 expression presented a poor overall survival (P=0.002). These patients showed a total of 801 upregulated and 133 
downregulated genes. GO analysis showed a total of 30 enriched terms, mainly related to angiogenesis, immune response, 
integrin-mediated signaling and ERK1/ERK2 cascade. There were found 16 enriched pathways, being “PI3K-Akt signaling” 
(n=43 genes), “Focal adhesion” (n=31 genes) and “Rap-1 signaling” (n=30 genes) of interest. 
Therefore, high EGFL7 expression was associated with poor prognosis in CRC possibly through deregulation of important 
pathways in carcinogenesis.

In silico analysis of EGFL7 differential expression in colorectal cancer
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Introduction:
There is a crucial demand to identify molecular markers for cancer to improve the personalized treatment, diagnosis and 
prognosis. Our research group described a frequently deleted region (chr9p22.1-p21.3) in gliomas, with genes potentially 
important in the development of this tumor type, including ELAVL2, FOCAD and MLLT3. Therefore, the aim of this study was 
to analyze the expression of those genes as potential biomarkers for glioblastoma (GBM) prognosis. 

Material and Methods:
Immunohistochemistry reactions were performed for ELAVL2, FOCAD and MLLT3 proteins in 83 GBM samples. The reactions 
were evaluated using scores of intensity and extension, ranging from 0 to 6 in total. Patients with expression scores between 
0 and 2 were considered negative for the expression of the specific gene, and those with scores between 3 and 6 were 
considered positive. Clinicopathological and molecular data from patients (age, gender, tumor location, KPS, and overall 
survival) were correlated with the expression of each gene. 

Results:
ELAVL2-expressing tumors showed a trend to develop in the temporal lobe (P=0.052), whereas they were not found in 
the frontal lobe. Patients with FOCAD expression were older (>45y.o., p <0.001). Overall survival was not influenced by 
ELAVL2 or FOCAD expression. Patients with MLLT3 expression presented a marginal improved overall survival (p=0.077) 
when compared with patients without expression. 

Conclusion:
Although there was a correlation of ELAVL2 and FOCAD with tumor location and age, respectively, these genes did not show 
prognostic potential in glioblastomas. MLLT3 showed potential prognostic, albeit more studies are warranted with larger 
cohorts.

Analysis of the potential prognostic of ELAVL2, FOCAD and MLLT3 in 
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Introduction:
Gliomas are the most common and malignant primary brain tumors of the central nervous system. Our research group 
described a frequently deleted region (chr9p22.1-p21.3) in gliomas, with genes potentially important in tumor development, 
including MLLT3. Therefore, the aim of the present project was to analyze the prognostic potential of MLLT3 in gliomas.

Material and Methods:
In silico analysis of prognostic potential of MLLT3 in gliomas was performed in 152 glioblastomas (GBM) and 515 low grade 
gliomas (LGG) from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA). RSEM-normalized RNA sequencing data was obtained, number 
of reads of EGFL7 were log10-transformed, and the expression was analyzed in each dataset. Z-score was calculated for 
each patient, and their expression was classified in low (Z-score≤-2.0), normal (Z-score between -2.0 and 2.0) or high 
(Z-score≥2.0). Overall survival was analyzed in each dataset using log rank statistical analysis, considering statistically 
significant P≤0.05. 

Results:
In LGG, there were 6 patients with high, 490 with normal and 19 with low MLLT3 expression, and low expression was 
associated with poor overall survival (2-years survival of 56.8% in low expression vs. 86.7% in normal expression, p<0.001). 
In GBM, there were 12 patients with low and 140 with normal MLLT3 expression. However, there was no significant 
difference in overall survival (p=0.819).

Conclusion:
Our results point to potential prognostic value of MLLT3 in LGG, although more functional results should be further warranted.

In silico analysis of TCGA data points to potential prognostic value of 

MLLT3 in low grade gliomas
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Introduction:
SETD7 (SET7/9, KMT7) is a lysine methyltransferase that targets histone and non-histone proteins. Even though SETD7 exact 
role in normal or disease conditions are still unclear, over the past few years, SETD7 has emerged as a potential target 
to treatseveral human diseases. This work focused on studying the role of SETD7 on cell proliferation and differentiation 
during the normal mammary epithelial cell (MEC) differentiation process, where its expression is differentially expressed. We 
specifically studied the effects of SETD7 over genes involved in epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) and lipid metabolism 
mechanisms.

Materials and methods: 
We used the HC11 MEC line to obtain three differentiation stages: Stem-like cell, pre-differentiated and functionally 
differentiated. SETD7 effects on cell proliferation, EMT and lipid metabolism were studied in each of these stages by inhibiting 
its expression using a siRNA or its catalytic activity using (R)-PFI-2. Cell counting, immunofluorescence, qPCR and western blot 
techniques were used in this study. Results were corroborated using the EpH4 cell line. 

Results and Discussion:
SETD7 catalytic inhibition stimulates proliferation and impairs mammary epithelial cell differentiation and lactogenesis. 
Effects on lipid metabolism are dependent on the cell epithelial differentiation stage. Interestingly, SETD7 inhibition by siRNA 
only have an impact on lipid metabolism exerting the same effects as (R)-PFI-2.

Conclusion:
Altogether, the results suggest that SETD7 effects in MEC are differentiation-stage specific and that blocking SETD7 expression 
is not the same as blocking its activity. Therefore, more studies are needed to establish if targeting SETD7 could be a 
therapeutic strategy in breast cancer.

Effects of the SET7/9 methyltransferase on mammary epithelial cell 
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Introduction:
Acute myeloid leukaemia (AML) is a haematological malignancy with a poor 5-year survival rate, mostly due to the development 
of acquired drug-resistance and post-treatment relapses. Thus, combined monitoring of acquired drug-resistance and residual 
disease upon treatment is useful to assess therapy response and predict relapse. Currently, their analysis requires invasive 
bone-marrow aspirates which severely hinder real-time monitoring of the disease. Thus, alternative peripheral blood-based 
methods are highly desirable for an easy and real-time monitoring of incoming relapses. 

Aim:
Our aim was to assess the feasibility of a peripheral blood EV-based liquid biopsy method for predicting AML disease relapse 
upon induction therapy. 

Material  Methods:
The profile of EVs isolated from 12 paired samples from AML patients’ blood plasma collected at diagnosis, complete 
remission and relapse was compared and correlated with clinical data. For that, a size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) 
method was optimized to isolate circulating EVs from the blood plasma. The EVs from 12 paired AML patients’ blood 
samples were then characterized according to their size, morphology, surface charge and protein cargo. 

Results:
SEC allowed the isolation of size-resolved EVs from the peripheral blood of AML patients. Isolated EVs had a size ranging 
from 30nm to 300nm with an intact morphology, expressing EV-associated markers such as HSP70, CD63 and CD9. 
Sizeresolved EVs also had a differential expression of Mitofilin, Actinin-4 and Annexin-XI proteins, suggestive of distinct EV 
sub-populations. 

Conclusions:
Our preliminary data shows that AML patients’ circulating EVs carry relevant immunophenotypic and therapy resistance-
related protein markers, which might predict AML clinical outcome.
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Introduction:
Azurin and its derived peptide p28 have demonstrated largely their multi-targeted anticancer activity in vitro and in vivo [1-
2]. Additionally, their simultaneous administration with low concentrations of anticancer drugs increased the effectiveness of 
the drugs, thus leading to the reduction of dose-related toxicity [3-4]. These findings support to the design of a nanoparticle 
delivery system to effectively penetrate the membranes of cancer cells based on p28. 

Materials and Methods: The conjugation of this peptide to poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) polymer was performed 
by maleimide-thiol click chemistry and was evaluated by HPLC, before the formulation of polymeric nanoparticles by 
nanoprecipitation. The nanosystems physicalchemical characteristics were evaluated by dynamic light scattering and laser 
doppler anemometry. 

Results:
The conjugation efficiency was around 80% and upon production, the physical-chemical characteristics of the PLGA-
PEG-p28 nanoparticles were 78nm±2 for size; 0.14±0.01 for polydispersity index (PDI) and -17mV±1 for ζ-potential. Our 
preliminary data indicated that p28 potentiates the selective interaction of these nanosystems with lung cancer cells (active 
targeting). Thus, the gefitinib (GEF) anticancer drug was encapsulated in these nanoparticles (size: 60nm±3; PDI: 0.23±0.03; 
ζ-potential: -17mV±1; GEF association efficiency: 42%±2; GEF loading: 2%±2) showing a decrease in A549 cell metabolic 
activity around 25% compared to non-functionalized GEF encapsulated nanoparticles (size: 58nm±3; polydispersity index: 
0.22±0.01; ζ-potential: -15mV±1; GEF association efficiency: 47%±1; GEF loading: 3±1). 

Conclusions: 
This work supports that p28 peptide on the surface of nanoparticles can efficiently direct them to cancer cells, minimizing the 
cytotoxic effects on healthy tissues caused by nonspecificity of drug administration alone.
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Introduction:
Hypoxia is a common feature of solid tumors and a critical hallmark of aggressive malignancies. The hypoxia-inducible 
factor-1α (HIF-1α) is a master regulator of cancer cells’ response to hypoxic stress. Hypoxic cells upregulate the expression 
of the ecto-nucleotidases CD39 and CD73 involved in the generation of extracellular adenosine, which dampen the immune 
system enabling tumor cells to escape immunosurveillance. Moreover, hypoxia is also recognized as an active promotor of 
an aggressive and metastatic phenotype. Herein, we intend to explore how bladder cancer (BC) cells adapt to a hypoxic 
environment at cellular and molecular level. 

Materials and Methods:
Two human BC cell lines UM-UC3 and HT-1376 were exposed to hypoxia using a Gaspak ez anaerob system. Expression 
of HIF-1α, CD73 and CD39, and adenosine receptors (A2A and A2B) were analyzed by Western Blot. Adenosine levels 
in supernatants were measured using an adenosine kit assay. Proliferation and chemosensivity to cisplatin were evaluated 
using the WST-1 assay. Epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) surface markers and regulatory transcriptional factors 
were detected by qRT-PCR. Cell migration was assessed via a wound-healing assay. 

Results:
Both BC cell lines under hypoxia activates the adenosinergic pathway as indicated by the upregulation of HIF-1α, CD39, 
CD73 and A2BR, and release of adenosine. Hypoxic cells are highly proliferative and exhibited increased resistance to 
cisplatin. Moreover, hypoxic stress induced EMT and increased the migration rate of BC cells.

Conclusion:
Hypoxia induces the activation of adenosinergic pathway in BC cells and promotes tumor aggressiveness, interfering with 
cell proliferation, chemoresistance and an invasive phenotype.

Hypoxia promotes the agressiveness of bladder cancer cells through 
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In recent years, the study of single cells has been a particular relevance in the context of cancer, due to inter- and intratumour 
heterogeneity1 . Microfluidics and microdroplets have been increasingly used for the handling and understanding of the 
behaviour of single cells, as they offer the perfect isolated environment and they can be used for high throughput analysis2,3 
. Surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) spectroscopy is an ultrasensitive detection technology that combines the specific 
molecular information obtained by Raman with nanoparticles that promote the enhancement of such Raman signal2,4 . 
The combination of SERS spectroscopy with microfluidics offers a great potential for the development of automated and 
sensitive diagnostic platforms4,5 . Herein, SERS and microdroplets were combined towards the phenotypic characterisation 
of single cancer cells. For this, antibody-conjugated gold nanostars were used as SERS tags, used to identify the proteins in 
the cell membrane. Then, a library of SERS tags were used to label cancer cells while encapsulating them in microdroplets 
to allow single-cell analysis. Finally, those cells were characterised in the microfluidic platform using Raman spectroscopy. As 
a result, it was possible to obtain phenotypic information for two different cell lines, SK-BR-3 and MDA-MB-435, and detect 
the presence of EpCAM in the cell surface, even at low expression levels. This integrated optofluidic platform, paves the way 
towards the multiplex and real time phenotypic characterisation of individual cells in cancer patients.

Phenotypic characterisation of single cancer cells in microdroplets
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In recent years, early diagnostic tools and therapeutic options for breast cancer (BC) patients have improved significantly. 
However, BC remains the most frequent type of cancer in women and the second most common cause of cancer-related 
deaths. Therefore, the understanding of the mechanisms underlying the progression of BC, specifically from ductal carcinoma 
in situ (DCIS) to invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC) and metastasis, is essential to find new therapies. Small GTPases from the 
Arf family, including Arf-like (Arl) proteins, which are essential regulators of membrane traffic, control cell migration and 
invasion and their expression is altered in several types of cancer. Recent data from our group indicates that Arl13b plays 
an essential role in BC cell migration and invasion, as well as tumor progression. Additionally, the role of other Arl proteins 
has also been described in different types of cancer. Therefore, we aim to identify Arl proteins that regulate the progression 
from DCIS to IDC. For this, a qPCR screen was performed using non-tumorigenic and BC cell lines, followed by migration 
and invasion functional assays in 2D and 3D. We were able to identify candidates Arl proteins whose mRNA expression is 
up- or down-regulated in more invasive breast cancer cell lines. Currently, we are validating the role of these candidates in 
migration and invasion by performing functional assays. Thus, this project will hopefully lead to the identification of novel 
biomarkers that can be modulated to impair the progression towards IDC and metastasis.

Arl small GTPases as regulators of breast cancer progression
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Abstract:
Glioblastomas (GBMs) are the most aggressive tumor type of the central nervous system, mainly due to its high invasiveness 
and innate resistance to radiotherapy and chemotherapy, temozolomide (TMZ) being the current agent. Recently, brachyury 
was described as a novel tumor suppressor gene in gliomas, and its loss was associated with increased gliomagenesis. 
Here we aim to explore the role of brachyury as a suppressor of glioma invasion, stem cell features, and resistance to TMZ. 
Using geneedited glioma cells to overexpress brachyury, we found that brachyury-positive cells exhibit reduced invasive 
and migratory capabilities as well as stem cell features. Importantly, these brachyury-expressing cells have an increased 
expression of differentiation markers, which corroborate with human glioma samples and in vivo tumors. Glioma cells treated 
with retinoic acid increased the differentiation status with concomitant increased expression of brachyury. We then selected 
TMZ resistant (SNB19) and responsive (A172 and U373) cell lines to evaluate the role of brachyury in response to TMZ 
treatment. We observed that both ectopic and endogenous brachyury activation, through overexpression and retinoic acid 
treatment, are associated with TMZ sensitization in glioma resistant cell lines. In this study, we demonstrate that brachyury 
expression can impair aggressive glioma features associated with treatment resistance. Finally, we provide the first pieces 
of evidence that brachyury can be a potential therapeutic target in GBM patients that do not respond to conventional 
chemotherapeutic drugs.

Brachyury is associated with glioma differentiation and response to 

temozolomide
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Introduction:
Breast cancer (BC) is the most common cancer type in women, worldwide. In most cases, tumors require ovarian hormones 
(hormone-dependent;HD) to stimulate tumor growth [1]. Antagonist therapy aimed at steroid receptors is the primary treatment 
strategy; however, about 50% of patients develop resistance [2]. The process involves the conversion of HD to hormone 
independent (HI) tumors, initially therapy-responsive and, subsequently, becoming resistant (HIR). Several mechanisms promote 
these transitions but they remain poorly understood. We have used nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) metabolomics to 
characterize HD-HI-HIR progression, thus identifying metabolic markers of resistance acquisition. 

Materials and methods:
Ductal adenocarcinoma tumor tissue samples were generated by implanting C4-HD, C4-HI and C4-HIR tumor lines 
syngeneically into BALB/c mice [3] and aqueous and lipophilic extracts were obtained for NMR,metabolomics analysis, as 
described elsewhere [4]. 

Results:
Compared to healthy tissue, all tumors showed the expected low glucose and high lactate levels (suggestive of aerobic 
glycolisis), as well as changes in the levels of amino acids, choline compounds and nucleotides, among many compounds. 
Multivariate analysis revealed very clear separation between all three groups of tumors. Principal component analysis and 
Partial least squares-discriminant analysis scatter plots showed robust separation between the HI and HD tumor and between 
HIR and HI tumors. We have observed that HD to HI transition specify tumoral glycolytic enhancement, nucleotide biosynthesis 
and alterations in choline metabolism. Resistance acquisition, reflected by the HI to HIR transition specify changes in amino 
acid metabolism, glycosylation, energetic metabolism, cellular redox mechanism as well as glycolytic enhancement. 

Conclusions:
The distinguishing metabolic signatures observed between HD, HI and HIR tumors indicate several stage-dependent metabolic 
deviations. This may aid in the definition of the different stages of endocrine-related breast tumors and, potentially, translate 
into markers with applicability in predicting therapy response and define tumor prognosis

Metabolomics of an endocrine-related breast cancer mouse models 
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Introduction:
The extracellular matrix (ECM) is a potent modulator of cancer and associated-stromal cells behavior, being crucial for cancer 
progression. Recently, our group demonstrated that decellularized tumor matrices, derived from colorectal cancer (CRC) 
patients’ surgical resections, promote CCL18 expression by macrophages, inducing CRC cells invasion. Therefore, we aim 
to identify the tumor ECM cues that regulate CCL18 production by macrophages and CCL18 cellular effects on CRC cells. 

Materials and Methods:
Paired normal and tumor colorectal samples (n=3) were decellularized based on incubations with a hypotonic buffer, 0.1% 
SDS and DNAse, and further solubilized and analysed through HPLC-MS/MS. Decellularized matrices were treated or not 
with hyaluronidase, processed to paraffin blocks and sliced into 3 µm-thick sections for hyaluronic acid staining. RKO cell 
lines were cultured and treated with siRNA for p-EGFR 100nM for 48h. 

Results:
A list of potential ECM-associated molecules that might induce macrophageCCL18 expression was obtained from the 
proteomics-based approach. Considering an educated-guess approach from the literature, the hyaluronic acid was degraded 
in the decellularized matrices with hyaluronidase to assess its impact on macrophage-CCL18 secretion. The cellular effects 
of CCL18 on CRC cells invasion was assessed by successfully silencing p-EGFR to infer about the impact of such silencing 
on CCL18- mediated invasion.

Conclusions:
Through this strategy, we expect to identify the ECM components responsible for macrophage-CCL18 production over tumor 
decellularized matrices and CCL18 cellular effects on CRC cells invasion. We believe that this approach will contribute 
for the development of novel therapeutic strategies to modulate the expression of this immunosuppressive and pro-invasive 
chemokine at the TME.

The crosstalk between ECM-educated macrophages and cancer cells
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Introduction:
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is one of the deadliest cancers, mainly due to metastases appearing. The severe toxicity of 5-FU 
chemotherapeutic regimes renders it unsuccessful with limited bioavailability and low tumor-specific selectivity. In order 
to provide an effective, controlled and targeted therapy, nanomedicine constitute a promising alternative. CEA is an 
overexpressed molecule in CRC, constituting an interesting candidate to target CRC cells. Therefore, the major aim is to 
develop an innovative nanosystem with tropism to CRC cells expressing CEA, carrying 5-FU.

Materials and Methods:
Polymeric NPs were produced by double emulsion and loaded with 5-FU followed by functionalization with an engineered 
antibody (scFv) targeting CEA. Physical-chemical properties were assessed by Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) and Laser 
Doppler Anemometry (LDA). Morphology, drug loading (DL) and conjugation efficiency were evaluated by TEM and HPLC, 
respectively. 

Results: NPs with 121.41± 5.35 nm were achieved, with about PdI 0.1, confirming the monodisperse population and 
about 6% of DL. The surface charge was close to the neutrality (-3.51±0.46 mV) and the spherical shape was confirmed. In 
vitro studies to assess drug release, binding efficiency, cytotoxicity and targeting ability of the NPs against CEA-expressing 
and non-expressing cells will be further performed. 

Conclusion: Through this work, we developed and characterized 5-FU-loaded NPs functionalized with a scfv-targeting CEA 
to improve chemotherapy delivery, reducing side effects and enhancing its efficacy. The impact of these NPs on immune 
cell profile and function will be assessed in vitro, and biodistribution and ability to modulate the immune response will be 
evaluated in vivo using the AOMCRC mouse model.

Functionalized nanoparticles to delivery chemotherapeutic drugs in 

metastatic Colorectal Cancer
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Introduction:
After more than a decade of identification of breast cancer (BC) risk loci via genome-wide association studies (GWAS), their 
functional role in cancer redisposition remains largely unclear. As the majority of these risk loci lie in non-coding regions, 
it has been suggested that they have a regulatory role on gene expression. However, most functional studies have focused 
only on one possible regulatory mechanism, modulation of transcription factor binding. Our aim is to further these studies by 
exploring the specific contribution of breast cancer risk variants to alternative splicing (AS).

Materials and methods:
Using public data from healthy breast tissue available at GTEx project, we firstly applied two different splicing analysis tools, 
Psichomics and LeafCutter, and performed a genome wide mapping of variants associated with changes in splicing using 
tensorQTL. Afterwards, results were integrated with GWAS data for breast cancer, in order to identify variants that are both 
associated with AS and BC risk. Next, in silico functional analysis will be performed to establish a link between the two 
associations, with AS and with risk for BC, and understand the mechanism behind risk for these variants.

Results and Conclusions:
After analysis using Psichomics and subsequent mapping and integration with GWAS data, we discovered 7 variants in 6 
genes that are both associated with differences in splicing and increased risk for BC. It is interesting to notice that some of 
the genes involved have been related to cancer. The completion of our studies will contribute to better understand the extent 
to which AS is relevant in BC risk

Exploring the role of alternative splicing in breast cancer risk
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Background:
The Notch signalling ligand Delta-like 1 (DLL1) has recently emerged as an important player and promising therapeutic 
target in Breast Cancer (BC). In BC, DLL1 is overexpressed and associated with poor prognosis particularly in ER+ subtypes. 
DLL1-stimulated Notch activation promotes tumour cell proliferation, survival, angiogenesis, and maintenance of BC stem 
cells, which are implicated in tumour development and drug resistance. In this study, we aim to develop a functional blocking 
anti-DLL1 antibody (Ab) with anti-tumorigenic efficacy in ER+ BC. 

Material and Methods:
Anti-DLL1 Abs were selected by phage display technology using human recombinant DLL1 proteins as antigen. Binding 
ability and specificity of anti-DLL1 Abs were tested by ELISA, surface plasmon resonance and flow cytometry. The effects 
of anti-DLL1 Abs in DLL1-Notch signalling were evaluated by reporter assays and real-time RT-PCR. MCF-7 proliferation, 
migration, and BC stem cells were analysed by microscopy, scratch wound-healing and mammosphere formation assays. 
The in vivo therapeutic efficacy of the lead anti-DLL1 Ab was evaluated in a MCF7 cell xenograft mouse model.

Results:
Anti-DLL1 Abs, with high specificity towards DLL1 protein were obtained, and, one of them was able to significantly decreased 
DLL1-Notch signalling and the expression of Notch target genes. Cellular assays showed that the lead anti-DLL1 IgG reduced 
cell growth, migration and mammosphere formation abilities of MCF-7 cells. In in vivo assays, this anti-DLL1 Ab significantly 
inhibited tumour growth and proliferation of cancer cells.

Conclusion:
These findings suggest that DLL1-targeting with Abs might have clinical potential for the treatment of ER+ BCs
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Introduction:
Glioblastoma (GBM) is a grade IV astrocytoma, characterized by a high heterogeneity and infiltrative capacity. Existing 
treatments for GB have limited efficacy, therefore new therapies have been tested. Cannabis sativa derivatives, raised a 
particular interest due to its known anti-proliferative, pro-apoptotic and antitumoral effects, particularly in GBM cells. In these 
cells, cannabinoids act through cannabinoid receptors CB1 and CB2, which are regulated by methylation of their gene 
promotors. Adenosine (Ado), which accumulates under hypoxic regions found in GBM, can regulate gene methylation. 

Materials and Methods:
GBM cell lines were treated with a nonselective agonist of cannabinoid receptors, Win 552122 (Win), with or without 
30μM-Ado or the Ado kinase inhibitor ABT-702, and in the presence or in the absence of a cocktail of antagonists of all Ado 
receptors. Cell proliferation/viability, cytotoxicity and mRNA expression of CB1 receptor were evaluated. 

Results:
Win concentrations of 5µM or higher caused a marked reduction (60-90%) of cellular viability/proliferation and increased 
cell death in all GB cell lines studied (U87MG, U373MG and SNB19). The effect of 5µM-Win was attenuated by increased 
Ado concentrations and this attenuation was not prevented by blocking Ado receptors. ABT-702 (15 μM), decreased the 
expression of cannabinoid CB1 receptor gene in U87 cell line. 

Conclusions:
Win caused a marked decrease in cell proliferation/viability and an increase in cell death in all studied GB cell lines. 
Antiproliferative and cytotoxic effects of Win was significantly attenuated by the increase of Ado concentration, through a 
receptor-independent mechanism in all the studied GB cell lines.

The anti-tumoral effect of cannabinoids on glioblastoma is modulated 

by adenosine
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Introduction:
Luminal A subtype (estrogen receptor (ER)-positive, HER2-negative) is the most common form of breast cancer (BC). Standard 
of care treatment includes endocrine therapy (ET), which successfully blocks cancer cell proliferation by depleting cells 
of estrogen signaling. The receptor activator of NFkB (RANK) pathway is implicated in progesterone-driven mammary 
carcinogenesis and triple negative BC tumorigenesis, but RANK-positive Luminal BC cases have also been identified. Recently, 
we reported that RANK-positive Luminal A BC is characterized by resistance to ET. Therefore, we are currently investigating 
the possibility to use RANK-pathway blockage to overcome such resistance. 

Materials and Methods:
This was an in vitro study of Luminal A BC (MCF-7 and T47D BC cell lines). RANK overexpressing sub-clones (RANK OE) 
were derived using lentiviral transduction of RANK promoter. Response to ET, tamoxifen and fulvestrant, and estradiol-
dependent proliferation were assessed, with or without concomitant RANK-pathway blockage with osteoprotegerin-Fc (OPG-
Fc). Standard methods were used for quantification of gene and protein expression and phenotype evaluation.

Results and Discussion:
RANK OE decreased estradiol-dependent proliferation and increased resistance to fulvestrant but not tamoxifen, in comparison 
with parental cell lines. RANK OE cells were characterized by increased and sustained expression of ER. RANK-pathway 
blockage with OPG-Fc was able to sensitize RANK OE cells to fulvestrant, probably linked to restored estradioldependent 
proliferation. 

Conclusions:
Our results indicate that RANK-positive BC cells are important determinants of resistance to ET in Luminal A BC, suggesting 
an association with poor prognosis. We found that RANK-pathway blockage might improve the efficacy of ET, and we are 
currently addressing these questions using in vivo models.

Receptor Activator of NFkB (RANK) pathway is associated with 
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Introduction:
Despite some improvements in treatment approaches, most patients become resistant to treatments, such as the use of 
bicalutamide as anti-androgen or docetaxel as chemotherapeutic drug. The Six transmembrane epithelial antigen of the 
prostate 1 (STEAP1) protein is overexpressed in PCa, and is associated with progression and aggressiveness of disease. This 
study aimed to evaluate: i) whether the sensitivity of cancer cells to anti-cancer drugs can be increased through inhibition of 
STEAP1; and ii) the clinical significance of STEAP1 overexpression as a predictive biomarker for treatment response. 

Materials and Methods:
LNCaP cells were transfected with siRNAs against STEAP1 and treated with the anti-androgen bicalutamide or the 
chemotherapeutic drug docetaxel. The IC50 concentration for each drug was determined by the MTT assay, and used 
to evaluate cell proliferation (MTT assay) and apoptosis (TUNEL assay and caspase-3 activity) in response to STEAP1-
knockdown. The expression of STEAP1 was evaluated by qPCR and Western blot. 

Results:
STEAP1-knockdown, bicalutamide or docetaxel treatment significantly decreased LNCaP cells proliferation and activated 
apoptosis. However, no synergistic effects occurred when a combined treatment between STEAP1-knockdown and 
bicalutamide or docetaxel was administrated. In addition, the decreased expression of STEAP1 in response to siRNA-STEAP1 
was reversed in the presence of docetaxel, but not by bicalutamide.

Conclusion:
Overall, these preliminary results suggest that STEAP1 may be involved in the resistance to bicalutamide and docetaxel, and 
that STEAP1 overexpression may be used as a putative negative predictive biomarker for treatment with these anti-cancer 
drugs.

Exploring the role of STEAP1 in prostate cancer treatment
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Introduction:
Prostate cancer (PCa) is a major public health issue, mainly because patients relapse after androgen deprivation therapy. The 
six transmembrane epithelial antigen of the prostate 1 (STEAP1) protein is over-expressed in several types of human tumours, 
particularly in PCa. Our research group have demonstrated that STEAP1 overexpression is associated with PCa progression 
and aggressiveness. In addition, the cellular effects of 5α-dihydrotestosterone (DHT) are inhibited in PCa cells knocked-down 
for STEAP1. Therefore, understanding the cellular and molecular mechanisms triggered by STEAP1 overexpression will 
provide important insights to delineate new treatment strategies for PCa. In this work, a proteomic strategy was used to better 
characterize the intracellular signalling pathways and the molecular targets downstream of STEAP1 in PCa cells.

Materials and Methods: Label free approach was combined with Orbitrap LC-MS/MS System to characterize the 
proteome of STEAP1-knockdown PCa (LNCaP) cells associated with the DHT-dependent pathway.

Results: More than 5000 proteins were identified, from which a total of 570 were differentially expressed in the scramble-
siRNA vs STEAP1-siRNA (248 up-regulated proteins and 322 downregulated); 514 proteins were differentially expressed in 
scramble-siRNA plus DHT vs STEAP1- siRNA plus DHT (195 up- regulated and 319 down- regulated).

Conclusion: The identification of differentially expressed proteins that may be significantly regulated by STEAP1 under 
androgen-dependent and -independent signalling conditions, will allow to clarify the role of STEAP1 in PCa, which can open 
new strategies for treatment. 

Keywords: STEAP1, DHT, Quantitative Proteomics, Prostate Cancer.
currently addressing these questions using in vivo models.
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Introduction:
In cancer, alterations in the extracellular matrix components are able to modify the tumour microenvironment and promote 
cancer progression. The small leucine-rich repeat proteoglycan biglycan is a matricellular protein described to be up-
regulated in various tumors being associated with increased migration, invasion and metastatic capacity. Using an in silico 
glycogenomic approach, we have identified biglycan as the most differentially expressed glycogene in gastric cancer (GC) 
compared with normal mucosa. However, its clinical and functional role in GC stills poorly understood. 

Methods:
The prognostic value of biglycan was evaluated in more than 250 GC patients using the GEO database. We further selected 
four GC cell line models (NCI-N87, MKN45; AGS and MKN74) for functional studies. Biglycan knockout (KO) models were 
established by CRISPR/Cas9 technology in the selected cell lines. Immunodetection of biglycan was performed by western 
blot analysis after chondroitin ABC lyase treatment of total lysate and secretome samples. The functional role of biglycan 
was assessed in vitro applying colony formation assay, trypan blue exclusion assay and by cleaved PARP and caspase-3 
evaluation (cell death). 

Results:
The in silico analysis showed that, in advanced GC patients, high levels of biglycan are associated with poor survival when 
compared with GC patients with low levels of biglycan expression. Our in vitro studies demonstrated the presence of secreted 
biglycan in the GC cell lines secretome. In addition, the KO Cancer Biology: From Basic to Translational Research 2020 
biglycan cell models showed an increased mortality rate and a reduced capacity to form colonies when compared to the 
wild-type cell line.

Conclusions:
Our data indicates that biglycan have an important role in GC by affecting GC cell death/survival and points towards a 
potential application as prognostic biomarker in GC patients.

The small leucine-rich repeat proteoglycan biglycan is a negative 
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Introduction:
Glioblastoma (GBM) is the most common brain primary tumour. Hypoxic regions found in GBM are associated to tumour 
growth. Adenosine accumulates in hypoxic regions and affects cell proliferation and survival. However, how proliferating 
GBM cells adapt to increased adenosine levels compared to normal human astrocytes (HA) is not clarified and will be 
addressed in the present study. 

Materials and Methods:
GBM cell lines and HA were treated for 3 days with test drugs. Cell proliferation/viability, cytotoxicity and mRNA expression 
of adenosine-metabolising enzymes were evaluated. 

Results:
30µM-Adenosine produced a 46%±3% (P<0.05) reduction of cell proliferation/viability in HA, through an adenosine 
receptor-independent mechanism, but had no effect in glioblastoma cell lines U87MG, U373MG and SNB19. Contrastingly, 
incubation with adenosine kinase (ADK) inhibitor 5-iodotubercidin (25µM) produced a strong and similar decrease on 
cell proliferation in both HA and glioblastoma cells. Combined application of 30µM-adenosine and 100µM-homocysteine 
reduced cell proliferation/viability in GBM cell lines, but this reduction was much lower than that observed in HA. mRNA 
expression of ADK and adenosine deaminase (ADA), assessed by qPCR, was increased in GBM cells compared to HA. 
Adenosine alone did not induce cell death, assessed by LDH release, both in HA and GBM cells, but potentiated cytotoxic 
effect of homocysteine in HA and in U87MG and U373MG cells. 

Conclusions:
Results show a strong attenuation of adenosine anti-proliferative effect in GBM cells compared to HA, probably as consequence 
of increased adenosine removal by ADK and/or ADA in GBM, suggesting adaptation of tumour cells to increased adenosine 
levels.

Effect of increased adenosine levels on cell proliferation: differences 

between glioblastoma cells and human astrocytes
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Introduction:
Radiotherapy is widely used for cancer treatment. Although the effects of ionizing radiation (IR) on cancer cells are well-known, 
it is crucial to also understand the response of tumor-associated host cells, such as macrophages. Our group demonstrated 
that exposing human macrophages to IR (5x2 Gy) increases the expression of transferrin receptor (TfR1), a major regulator of 
iron import. Nevertheless, the impact of these findings on macrophage iron metabolism and cancer cell activities has never 
been elucidated. It is known that macrophages can present an iron retention phenotype that limits tumor growth, or an iron 
release phenotype that contributes to cancer cell proliferation and survival. This project aims at understanding: i) the impact 
of IR on macrophage iron metabolism and ii) how that influences macrophage-mediated cancer cell activities. 

Materials and Methods:
TfR1 increased expression in irradiated macrophages is being validated in tumor sections by immunohistochemistry. The 
expression of macrophage iron metabolism-related proteins is being evaluated by Western Blot, while iron release levels are 
being measured by spectrometry (ICP-OES). Finally, cancer cells will be stimulated with conditioned media from irradiated 
macrophages, treated with iron oxide nanoparticles or iron chelators, and cancer cell proliferation, invasion, migration, and 
induction of angiogenesis will be evaluated. 

Results:
Preliminary results indicate that irradiated macrophages acquire an iron-release phenotype that might promote tumor growth. 

Conclusion:
A01/00 We believe this project will further elucidate the relevance of iron at the irradiated tumor microenvironment and 
highlight its ability to modulate immune responses and cancer progression, contributing to the design of new treatments to 
improve radiotherapy efficacy.

The impact of ionizing radiation on macrophage iron metabolism and 

on macrophage-cancer cell crosstalk
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Introduction:
Breast cancer (BC) is the second most diagnosed cancer worldwide, with approximately two million new cases each year. 
Despite all developed therapies, their success is far behind the needs, making the search for new therapeutic strategies 
extremely urgent. Currently, most of these strategies are inspired on natural-based compounds, such as chromenes, presenting 
promising anticancer activity and low toxicity. 

Materials and methods:
The new chromene-derivates used on this study were synthetized and characterized (RMN, IV) and submitted to a first 
screening assay, using different BC cell lines (MDA-MB-231, MCF-7 and Hs578t). Then IC50 determination was assessed 
(Sulforhodamine B assay) in Hs578t cell line and in a non-neoplastic cell line (MCF-10A). Other parameters, such as 
proliferation (BrdU assay) and migration (Wound-Healing assays) were analysed. Doxorubicin was used as reference drug 
and combination with the most promising compounds was also studied. 

Results:
The compounds were synthesised, and their structure characterised spectroscopically. From the initial anticancer screening, 
two compounds demonstrated a high activity profile, especially in Hs578t cell line, with IC50 values in the low micromolar 
range. They also showed low toxicity for non-neoplastic breast cells MCF-10A. Their combination with doxorubicin led to an 
even more promising anticancer profile.

Conclusion:
These compounds demonstrated a high specificity for triple negative BC cell line Hs578t, and an excellent selectivity index, 
revealing their potential for the treatment of BC, either to use solely or in combination with doxorubicin. Currently, other 
studies are being conducted to fully understand their mechanism of action.

New substituted 3,5-dihydro-4H-chromeno [2,3-d] pyrimidin-4-one:

a promising strategy for breast cancer treatment
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New therapeutic forms have been explored to treat cancer. Photodynamic therapy (PDT) has enormous potential to be 
used as an alternative or in combination with conventional approaches for the treatment of several solid tumors. From the 
interaction between a photosensitizer (PS), visible light and molecular oxygen (O2) results the formation of reactive oxygen 
species (ROS) that can kill target cells by triggering a cascade of cytotoxic reactions. 1 The PDT key component is the PS,2 
since it is the molecule that is taken up and localizes in the target cells and/or tissue and can only be activated by light 
(Figure 1).3a,3b As the conventional PDT is limited by the lack of specificity of the first and second generation PSs, targeted 
photodynamic therapy (tPDT) appeared as a more tumor-selective PDT approach and uses third generation PSs to reduce 
off-target effects. The design strategy of third generation PSs includes the conjugation of first or second generation PSs with 
carrier bio-molecules or targeting agents.4 The coupling of a PS with antibodies (Abs) – photoimmunoconjugate (PIC) – is an 
approach that allows specific targeting. Due to this, this strategy has been widely studied for the treatment of various types 
of tumors. Thus, the main goal of this scientific work is the preparation of new PICs targeting cancer cells through receptor-
mediated specificity. Figure 1: Photodynamic action of photosensitizers conjugated with antibodies.

Photoimmunoconjugates to treat Cancer by Photodynamic Therapy
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Introdução:
O Seroma é a complicação mais frequente no pós-operatório de cirurgia oncológica da mama, com uma incidência de 
80% das doentes operadas. Afim de minimizar as consequências da formação de seroma e evitar a infeção da ferida 
cirúrgica, deiscência da sutura, necrose tecidular e o prolongamento do período de cicatrização, protelando o início da 
terapia adjuvante, criamos uma nova técnica de drenagem de seroma após extração de drenos na unidade de Senologia 
de Santarém. 
Objetivos:
Contribuir na aplicação do conhecimento para a melhoria do tratamento das doentes - Avaliar e intervir adequadamente 
na trajetória da doença mamária na USS. Metodologia: Esta Técnica consiste na pesquisa por parte da Enfª de sinais e 
sintomas na palpação da área operada e obedece a princípios para a realização de drenagem. A drenagem é feita com 
técnica asséptica, puncionando o seroma e copulando á agulha um sistema de drenagem aspirativo por vácuo. Avaliar e 
registar características do líquido drenado e marcar nova avaliação. 

Materiais:
Desinfetante, luvas e compressas esterilizadas, agulha 21G e sistema de drenagem aspirativa por vácuo com frasco de 
200 ml ou 450 ml. 

Resultados e Conclusões:
Existe evidencia científica de que a intervenção adequada de um Enfermeiro de Senologia tem benefício na diminuição dos 
níveis de stress, ansiedade e controlo na formação de seroma das doentes com patologia oncológica mamária, assim como 
na qualidade dos cuidados garantindo ganhos em saúde. 

Remoção de Seroma da Mama com Técnica Inovadora de Drenagem

Ana Felicíssimo1, Maria João Cabral1 
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Introduction:
Macrophages and regulatory T cells (Tregs) are immune cells associated with tumor progression and unfavorable outcomes 
[1-3]. However, in colorectal cancer (CRC), the role of immune tumor microenvironment is still under characterization. CCL18 
is an antiinflammatory chemokine, mainly produced by macrophages, [4] associated with Tregs differentiation[5] and poor 
prognosis in malignancies[6]. We recently demonstrated that tumorderived matrices polarize macrophages towards an 
anti-inflammatory phenotype, promoting cell invasion via CCL18[7]. This project aims to understand how CCL18 modulates 
cancer cell invasion and immune surveillance escape within the CRC microenvironment. 

Material and Methods:
Characterization of CCL18 and FoxP3-Treg marker expression was performed by immunohistochemistry in a series of CRC 
surgical resections containing normal mucosa, invasive front and tumor. Human macrophages, Tregs and CRC cells were 
tri-cultured and soluble factors (including MMP-9, CCL18) quantified by ELISA. Molecular mechanisms involved on CCL18-
mediated CRC invasion were evaluated by western blot.

Results:
On 68 CRC cases, CCL18 and FoxP3 are highly expressed at the invasive front of advanced tumors. When macrophages, 
Tregs and cancer cells were tri-cultured, a significant increase of MMP-9 and CCL18 secretion was observed. Moreover, 
stimulation with CCL18 induced CRC cell invasion and phosphorylation of EGFR (Y1086), FAK, c-Src, Akt, ERK and p38. 

Conclusion:
Data suggest that CCL18 and Tregs might be involved on CRC progression, given their high expression at the invasive front. 
Increased CCL18 and MMP-9 levels in tricultures propose a promotion of an immunosuppressive pro-invasive environment. 
CCL18 promotes cancer cell invasion and activates EGFR signaling, appointing novel therapeutic candidates to impair 
CCL18 pro-invasive activity. 

CCL18 on colorectal cancer immune modulation: an emerging pro-

invasive and immunosuppressive chemokine
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Cancer is the second leading cause of death in the world and in 2018 was responsible for about 9.6 million deaths [1]. 
One in six deaths was due to this disease and, therefore, it is urgent to find mechanisms to fight this worldwide health 
problem. Photodynamic therapy (PDT), in the last years, has been used to treat localized tumours, such as human bladder 
cancer cells (UM-UC3), and has presented very promising results [2,3]. PDT is based on the combination of three nontoxic 
elements: a photosensitizer (PS, a light-activatable drug), visible light and oxygen, which lead to the formation of reactive 
oxygen species that are toxic to the tumours [2-4]. For that, clinical approved tetrapyrrolic macrocycles, with particular 
emphasis on photoactive porphyrin dyes, have been used in different biomedical applications [2]. Novel neutral and 
cationic watersoluble porphyrins (Pors) peripherally substituted with 4-mercaptopyridine units (1) and with cyclodextrin (CD) 
moieties (2-4) were prepared (Figure 1). The presence of the CD unit and the multi-positive charges at the Pors periphery 
(2a-4a) prevent their aggregation, enhance the solubility in aqueous media and increase the specificity for the target cell‘s 
receptors. In this communication, it will be reported and discussed the synthesis, structural and spectroscopic characterization 
of these unsymmetrical porphyrin-cyclodextrin conjugates. In the future, these compounds will be applied to a bladder cancer 
cell line for PDT studies. Figure1. Structure of neutral and cationic porphyrin-cyclodextrin conjugates. 

Water soluble porphyrin-cyclodextrin derivatives for the photodynamic 

therapy treatment of human bladder cancer cells
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Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the second leading cause of cancer-related deaths. Approximately 30%-50% of CRC cases display 
KRASmut, which is a oncoprotein frequently activated by point mutations, contributing to CRC cell survival. Galectin-3 (Gal3) 
is a multifunctional protein also important in CRC progression that has been correlated with cancer cell invasion, metastization 
and angiogenesis. Furthermore, Gal-3 secreted by cancer cells is also capable of influencing tumor-associated macrophages 
(TAMs), which are important players at the tumor microenvironment. On its turn, TAMs have been demonstrated to stimulate 
CRC cells motility and invasion. Therefore, since KRASmut seem to interfere with gal-3, which is known to regulate TAMs, 
discovering the interplay between KRASmut/Gal-3/TAMs regulation in CRC is of prime relevance and envisages possible 
therapeutic implications. Therefore, we aimed to better understand the interplay KRAS/Gal-3/TAMs and uncover their 
impact in CRC. Co-immunoprecipitation and co-localization studies demonstrated that KRAS/Gal-3 physically interact and 
form a multiprotein complex. We also showed that the disruption of the complex significantly decreases CRC cells migration 
and invasion. In sum, we expect that understanding the KRASmut/Gal-3 interaction in the interplay between CRC and TAMs 
will bring valuable insights to the tumor microenvironment field and to the development of novel therapeutic approaches.

Unravel the role of KRAS/galectin-3 loop in colorectal microenvironment
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Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third most commonly diagnosed cancer and the second with highest mortality worldwide[1]. 
Metastasis are the main cause of cancer-related mortality and 60% of patients are diagnosed at stages III and IV [2]. 
Circulating tumour cells (CTC) are shed from tumoursinto the bloodstream and are emerging as a fundamental tool for cancer 
diagnosis and monitoring. Just like solid tumours, CTCs are very heterogeneous, hence reflecting tumour heterogeneity 
and clonal evolution of cancer in real time. Adopting CTCs into the clinical practice, particularly in CRC, is imperative 
for early detection of potential recurrences, and in individualized monitoring of the disease during treatment. However, 
current tools in the clinic have shown limited sensitivity and clinical utility[3]. To overcome this limitation, a microfluidic 
technology for unbiased CTC isolation and characterization was developed at INL (RUBYchip®, PCT/EP2016/078406) 
[4]. Prior to patient sample analysis at IPO, to optimize the performance of the device, four CRC cell lines (SW480, Caco2, 
RKO and HT-29) were spiked into 7.5 mL of healthy whole blood, and processed at different flow rates to assess capture 
efficiency. Further identification and phenotypical analysis of CTCs in the RUBYchip® was achieved by immunostaining with 
antibodies against cytokeratin, vimentin and CD45. This study determined that the highest capture efficiency (60-70%) was 
obtained at the optimal flow rate of 100 µL/min. These conditions were used to proceed with patient sample processing and 
analysis, aiming to elucidate and identify CTC subpopulations that could be related to different clinical outcomes [1] World 
Health Organization, “No Title,” Latest global cancer data: Cancer burden rises to 18.1 million new cases and 9.6 million 
cancer deaths in 2018, 2018. [Online]. Available: https://www.iarc.fr/featured-news/latest-global-cancer-datacancer-
burden-rises-to-18-1-million-new-cases-and-9-6-million-cancer-deaths-in-2018/. [2] Society AC, “Colorectal Cancer Facts & 
Figures 2017-2019 ; 1–40. Available from: https://www.cancer.org/content/dam/cancer-org/research/cancer-facts-and-
statistics/colorectal-cancer-facts-andfigures/colorectal-cancer-facts-and-figures-2017-2019.pdf.,” Centers Dis. Control Prev. 
Behav. Risk Factor Surveill. Syst. 2014. Public use data file. Color. Cancer Screen., 2017. [3] I. A. Issa and M. NouredDine, 
“Colorectal cancer screening: An updated review of the available options,” World J. Gastroenterol., vol. 23, no. 28, pp. 
5086–5096, 2017. [4] S. Ribeiro-Samy et al., “Fast and efficient microfluidic cell filter for isolation of circulating tumor cells 
from unprocessed whole blood of colorectal cancer patients,” Sci. Rep., vol. 9, no. 1, pp. 1–12, 2019.
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Radiotherapy (RT) is an essential treatment modality for several types of cancer. Despite its therapeutic potential, RT is 
frequently insufficient to overcome the immunosuppressive nature of the tumor microenvironment, failing to control tumor 
metastases. Innovative immunomodulatory strategies, like immunostimulatory biomaterials could be used to boost the 
immunogenic effects of RT. 
Herein, we addressed the synergistic potential of immunostimulatory chitosan/poly(γ-glutamic acid) nanoparticles (Ch/γ-
PGA NPs)1 combined with RT to induce antitumor immunity in the 4T1 breast tumor mouse model. Therefore, animals were 
divided in 4 groups: non-treated, treated with NPs, with RT or with NPs+RT. Briefly, 4T1 cells were injected orthotopically in 
BALB/cByJ.  After 7 days, animals from RT and RT+NPs groups were locally irradiated with hypofractionated 10Gy. Then, 
animals from NPs and RT+NPs groups were subcutaneously injected with NPs. Tumor burden, lung metastasis and immune 
cell profile were explored. 
Non-treated animals had progressive primary tumor growth and developed splenomegaly and lung metastases. While RT 
decreased primary tumor burden, Ch/γ-PGA NPs-treatment decreased systemic immunosuppression and lung metastases. 
The combination therapy (RT+NPs) synergistically impaired 4T1 tumor progression, which was associated with a significant 
primary tumor growth and splenomegaly reduction, a decrease in the percentage of splenic immunosuppressive myeloid 
cells and an increase in antitumoral CD4+IFN-γ+ population. Notably, animals from the combination therapy presented 
less and smaller lung metastatic foci and lower levels of the systemic pro-tumoral cytokines, and of the CCL4 chemokine, in 
comparison to non-treated animals. Overall, these results evidenced that Ch/γ-PGA NPs potentiate and synergize with RT, 
headlining their promising role as adjuvant anticancer strategies2.

Chitosan/γ-PGA nanoparticles-based immunotherapy as adjuvant to 

radiotherapy in breast cancer
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Introduction:
Regucalcin (RGN) is a calcium-binding protein that has been linked with the control of several biological processes, namely 
cell survival and growth. The diminished expression of RGN was identified as a feature of human prostate cancer (PCa) 
cases that accompanies the progression of disease. This indicates that the loss of RGN expression may be related to the onset 
and progression of PCa. Herein, we investigated the effect of RGN-knockdown on human prostate cell fate. Bioinformatic 
analysis was applied to determine the correlation of RGN expression with patients’ clinicopathological data and disease-free 
survival.

Materials and Methods:
RGN gene silencing was performed in the non-neoplastic PNT1A human prostate cells using siRNA. RGN expression was 
assessed by quantitative real-time PCR. The MTT and sulforhodamine B (SRB) assays, and Ki-67 fluorescent immunocytochemistry 
were used to evaluate PNT1A cell viability and proliferation, respectively. The CancerTool 1 was used to analyse the RGN 
mRNA expression in human PCa datasets correlated with patient clinicopathological data, tumor staging and disease-free 
survival. 

Results:
RGN knockdown changed the behavior of non-neoplastic PNT1A cells, increasing viability and proliferative activity with 
enhanced effects over time. Bioinformatic analysis confirmed that the decreased expression of RGN correlates with the 
progression of PCa to the metastatic form of disease. Moreover, higher expression levels of RGN was linked with patients’ 
higher disease-free survival. 

Conclusions:
These findings support that the decrease of RGN expression contributes to the development of PCa and the use of this protein 
as a potential prognosis biomarker.

Loss of regucalcin protein contributes for prostate cancer development 

and aggressiveness
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Introduction:
The metabolic rewiring is an adaptive characteristic of cancer cells that contributes to satisfy the bioenergetic demands and 
sustain high proliferative activity. Endocrine disruptors (EDs), such as obesogens, are environmental compounds that can alter 
cell energy metabolism and the way cells use lipids, likely contributing to malignancy. Tributyltin (TBT) is an ED widely used 
in agro-industrial applications, which has obesogenic and androgenic activity. Although androgens are the main drivers of 
prostate cancer, the TBT actions over prostate cells remain unknown. This study investigated the effect of TBT in regulating the 
glycolytic and lipid metabolism of prostate cells. 

Material and Methods:
Non-neoplastic (PNT1A) and neoplastic (LNCaP) prostate cells were treated with TBT, and metabolites and the expression 
and activity of regulators of glycolytic and lipid metabolism were evaluated. 

Results:
TBT upregulated the expression of acetyl-CoA carboxylase and fatty acid synthase (FASN), target players in lipid metabolism, 
both in PNT1A and LNCaP cells. Concerning the glycolytic pathway, TBT induced glucose consumption and lactate production 
in LNCaP cells, which was supported by the increased activity of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH). Moreover, increased protein 
expression of phosphofructokinase-1, LDH and monocarboxylate transporter 4 was observed in response to TBT. 

Conclusions:
The obtained results showed that exposure to TBT induces the reprogramming of prostate cells metabolism enhancing lipid 
and glycolytic metabolism. Also, they highlight the importance of further studying the role of obesogens in the development 
and progression of prostate cancer. 

The endocrine disruptor tributyltin stimulates the glycolytic and lipid 

metabolism of human neoplastic and non-neoplastic prostate cells
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